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Executive Summary



What is Blockchain?

‘Blockchain’ software is the world’s leader in a broader class of systems also known as distributed ledger technology 
(Blockchain), which can be defined as systems which enable ledgers (records of activity) to be cryptographically distributed 
across a diffuse network of nodes (e.g. personal computers or servers), cutting out the need for a central ledger keeper and 
effectively delegating that task to the users of the ledger. In other words, rather than having a single party keep a record of all of 
the transactions that happen within a given system, a Blockchain shares the task of logging and recording those transactions 
amongst the people making them, with the underlying technology verifying that all users are keeping matching records. 
Advocates of the technology say that it effectively solves the problem of 'trust' across networks, as it enables complete strangers 
to complete transactions without risk of the participating parties defaulting or failing to pay.

Blockchain: From Bitcoin to Today

The most well-known (and first widespread) use of a Blockchain was to power the famous/infamous cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, an 
online 'currency' that enabled its users to pay each other using units of value that existed purely online and without any kind of 
central bank to oversee their use.  Despite Blockchain’s astounding global penetration, and the massive disruptive effect that we 
have seen by the widespread adoption of Blockchain technologies for a truly astonishing variety of use cases, it is only 10 years 
old. First created in 2008 as the underlying infrastructure for recording and executing Bitcoin-based financial transactions, is has 
since emerged to become its own force of nature, with applications for data storage, security, entertainment, commerce, 
regulation, governance and many more so called “use-cases”. 

UK Investment in Blockchain

Investments in the UK-based blockchain companies covered in this report, including both fiat investment as well as Initial Coin 
Offerings (ICOs), rose from just over 50M USD in Q3 of 2016 to 150M USD by Q2 of 2018 (with ICO-related investments topping 
100M in Q4 of 2017 and fiat investments climbing to over 100M in Q2 of 2018), which amounts to a rise of almost 300%.

Blockchain as an Umbrella Term for the Entire Blockchain Landscape

While already the name ‘Blockchain’ was common in the UK throughout 2016-2017, by 2018 the term Blockchain established 
itself as the standard term covering an entire group of technologies. Today the term emcompasses also a whole related industry, 
now commonly referred to as the Blockchain Industry.
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Blockchain for Data Integrity, Consistency, Immutability & Security

Blockchain have been historically recognized first of all in the area of FinTech, but now it is rapidly growing into a much 
broader and more general class of systems governing and enabling a wide variety of uses, with applications in almost 
every area of activity where the integrity, consistency, immutability and security of data is important, from finance 
to healthcare to governance. In the coming years we can expect that Blockchain will become a natural element of 
almost every IT-system and application where immutability, integrity and security of data is a concern.

Furthermore, while still somewhat skeptical, the UK government is warming up to the notion of both a solid UK-based 
Blockchain industry, as well as the adoption of Blockchain solutions for governmental services. 

2016 saw the UK government test the use of a Blockchain-based system to distribute welfare payments through the 
Department of Work and Pensions, explore the use of Blockchain as a service for each governmental department, 
available as of August 2016, and saw the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) permit Blockchain startup Tramonex to 
issue its digital currency to UK citizens. 

The past several years also saw Innovate U.K., a government-led agency that supports companies utilizing emerging 
technologies that they feel can lead to national economic growth and allow the government to keep up with the 
accelerating pace of global innovation, invest over £10M in Blockchain projects focused on energy distribution, clean 
water provision, electoral systems and charitable giving.

Purpose of This Report: Mapping the UK Blockchain Landscape

The present report is organized into four volumes spanning over nearly 1000 pages. 

Volume I charts the broad landscape of the present day and near-future Blockchain industry, and covers major topics 
and trends including industry subsectors and classification frameworks, government initiatives, the rise of the Crypto 
Economy, and forecasts the near future of the industry over the next five years. Volume II covers the many practical 
use-cases of Blockchain technologies that have emerged over the past several years in the UK. Volume III covers 
specifically the financial services ecosystem, and Volume IV offers in-depth profiles of all UK-based entities mentioned 
in Volumes I, II, and III.
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The present report opens with several infographics that chart the entire landscape of UK-based Blockchain companies 
and investors, classifying them according to several subsectors and use-cases, and identifying main UK-based 
Blockchain R&D hubs. 

The executive summary distills the main conclusions derived from our analysis of the UK Blockchain industry and field, 
and concisely summarises the report’s take-home trends and insights, as well as the major points for how present-day 
UK Blockchain activities can be better organized, systematized and optimized so as to make the UK a global leader in 
the emerging Blockchain industry within the next several years. 

The report also features several Mindmaps that visualize the classification of many Blockchain companies, investors, 
think-tanks and R&D hubs into a united framework. Page 9 of the report, for instance, illustrates the diversity of practical 
applications of the Blockchain industry in four broad categories of Blockchain technologies, Practical Applications, New 
Asset Class and Crypto Economy. 

The use of these four categories lies in its ability to classify and categorize various subsectors, use cases and features 
of the broad Blockchain sphere into a unified framework to enable better and more robust understanding and 
forecasting.

Methodology of the Research

In this report we mapped all UK-based entities including companies, investors, think-tanks and accelerators, and 
classified them according to subsector and use-case. Some such entities are focused on very specific use-cases, while 
others are applying Blockchain to a variety of use cases. 

As such, we can consider that the above use-case classification scheme is only applicable to 80-90% of the entities 
profiled in these reports, due to the fact that many such companies fall under multiple use-cases. However, this first 
edition is made with the aim of engaging with the current landscape of UK-based Blockchain related entities, 
organisations and major players in order to establish a dialogue with them that will lead to the formulation of a more 
comprehensive and precise classification framework and landscape, which will be presented in future editions of the 
report. 
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We divided the classification schemes employed in our Mindmaps and categorization frameworks according to the 
following subsectors:

● Crypto Trading - these companies are mainly crypto exchanging and trading companies. These companies are 
using Blockchain technologies or helping consumers to access Blockchain-based services. 

● IoT - “Internet of Things” companies, which are using a combination of IoT devices and the Blockchain 
technology for various purposes. In addition, in this section companies focused on tracing the supply chain aare 
included as well.

● Marketing & Advertising - companies which are using Blockchain technologies in promoting various services 
and goods.

● Security - Blockchain companies are helping companies establish secured networks.

● Entertainment - these are mainly crypto-based companies which are operating in the gambling industry.

● GovTech - these companies are operating in the public sector, and providing their services using Blockchain 
technologies.

● Healthcare - mainly crypto-based companies operating in the healthcare industry.

● AI - companies in this sector are using both Blockchain and AI (Artificial Intelligence) in order to provide their 
services. 

● FinTech - companies are using Blockchain to help companies succeed in financial industry.

● R&D Blockchain Services - companies in this section: research the Blockchain industry; develop their own 
Blockchain platforms and offer them as a service to other interested companies; advise clients and help them 
build Blockchain based companies. 
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The Structure of the Report

Volume I charts the broad landscape of the present day and near-future Blockchain industry, and is organized into the 
following chapters:

● Chapter I: UK Landscape Overview Q2 / 2018 provides a broad overview of the current UK-based Blockchain 
landscape, considering both private sector as well as nonprofit and government-led projects and initiatives, with 
specific focus on the current state of the Blockchain industry in the second financial quarter (Q2) of 2018.

● Chapter II: Blockchain and UK Government: Key Statements & Development Strategies outlines statements, 
reports and policy recommendations put forth by various UK governmental bodies, as well as regulatory guidance 
and national development strategies from both governmental bodies as well as key government figures. This 
chapter highlights the important role that the UK government has to play in not just nourishing its growing 
Blockchain industry, but also in adopting the use of Blockchain for its own purposes.

● Chapter III: All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain introduces readers to the All Party Parliamentary 
Group on Blockchain, a UK parliamentary group established in January 2018 to analyze and advocate for the 
disruptive impact of blockchain and the positive effects that it can bring to the UK economy on both an industrial 
and governmental level.

● Chapter IV: Key Persons in the Blockchain Industry in the UK introduces readers to the thoughts of some of 
the leading Blockchain influencers in the UK, and served as an introduction to the key thought-leaders of the 
UK-based Blockchain industry.

● Chapter V: Media and Conferences charts media coverage and Blockchain related conferences, pointing 
readers towards the best resources for keeping abreast of the latest news and developments.
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● Chapter VI: Retrospective Overview 2014-2017 recaps the history of the blockchain industry in the UK from the 
period of 2014 to 2017, which encompasses its rise into a legitimate industry, and marks a time during which key 
figures in the UK government recognized the importance of blockchain as a technology and began serious efforts 
to understand how it could be regulated and utilized, both governmentally and industrially, safely and to the
economic benefit of the nation.

● Chapter VII: Forecasting 2019 - 2022 (Convergence of Next-Generation IT Technologies) analyses the 
convergence of Blockchain and various other next-generation IT-technologies and AI, and highlights how they are 
converging towards an inflection point, at which time they can be utilized in a highly synergistic manner in order to 
yield novel innovations and solutions greater than the sum of their respective parts. This chapter aims to chart 
how the Blockchain industry itself will become disrupted by advanced emerging next generation IT-solutions, and 
become natural hallmarks of any application (whether industrial or governmental) where the integrity, consistency, 
security, transparency and immutability of data is a high concern.

Volume II "Practical Applications and Use Cases" provides a comprehensive overview of some of the most promising 
and well-recieved use cases for Blockchain systems, and landscapes those use cases that have gained the widest 
attention in the UK over the past several years, including: 

● Blockchain and GovTech (E-Governance),
● Blockchain and AI, 
● Blockchain and IoT, 
● Blockchain and Healthcare, 
● Blockchain and Security,
● Blockchain and Biometric Identification,
● Blockchain Diversity of Practical Applications.

This volume analyses multiple use-cases, illustrating the increasing diversity of Blockchain practical applications. It also 
includes detailed examples and case studies of the most illustrative companies and initiatives employing such use 
cases.
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Volume III turns its attention specifically to the wide range of practical applications and use cases of blockchain in the 
financial industry. Given that financial and fintech use-cases comprise the vast majority of the Blockchain industry, we 
have endeavored to provide distinct coverage of the entire scope of financial industry and Crypto Economy in Volume 
III.

The Volume gives a comprehensive overview of the wide diversity of practical use cases for blockchain in finance, 
charts the present day landscape of the niche, and gives tangible projections for its growth and evolution over the next 
several years.

● Chapter I: Crypto Economy describes the upcoming rise of Crypto Economy, which can be considered as the 
present state of the Blockchain industry as it has taken shape in recent years, and which represents an early 
embodiment of what will come to be recognized as the “Crypto Augmented Economy” or “Digital Economy 2.0” in
the years to come.

● Chapter II: New Asset Class describes the various digitized assets falling under the scope of Blockchain 
use-cases as an entirely novel asset class with distinct features that set them apart from traditional asset classes 
like stocks and securities (such as enhanced liquidity through digitization and tokenization, among other such
novel features).

● Chapter III: FinTech gives an overview of the blockchain for FinTech landscape, which both historically and 
today represent some of the most mature and predominant use-cases for blockchain in the financial industry.

● Chapter IV: Blockchain and UK Regulatory Framework analyzes the UK's blockchain regulatory framework, 
summarizing key Blockchain regulatory statements released by the UK government, and taking a deeper look at 
how the UK might optimize both the growth as well as the safety and security of the emerging Blockchain 
industry, highlighting the important role that the UK government has to play in supporting its growing Blockchain 
industry.

● Chapter V: RegTech gives an overview of blockchain's use in the rise of RegTech, a growing industry that uses 
advanced IT technologies, including cloud computing and software-as-a-service (Saas), to streamline regulatory 
compliance in the financial industry through innovative technologies.
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● Chapter VI: LegalTech outlines the use of blockchain as a back-end for the LegalTech industry, which encompasses
the use of advanced IT solutions and technologies (especially software) to execute legal services.

● Chapter VII: Compliance (KYC, AML, KYT) gives a comprehensive overview on the history, present day and 
near-future of compliance (KYC, AML, KYT) for Crypto Economy and Digital Economy in the UK. It also highlights
some of the most pressing barriers and roadblocks in terms of compliance facing the UK blockchain industry today.

● Chapter VIII: OTC charts the landscape of the current UK OTC trading space. OTC is used to facilitate large-volume
digital asset trading without moving the market or incurring too much slippage.

● Chapter IX: Custodians outlines the history and present day state of UK-based Crypto Custodians, as well as the 
increasing importance of reputable custodians capable of complying with UK-based financial regulations in order to
permit the influx of institutional investors vying for access to the digital asset and cryptocurrency market.

● Chapter X: Crypto Investment Funds introduces readers to the diverse realm of UK-based Crypto Investment 
Funds, a new breed of fund that rose from only a handful of players a few years ago to a highly populated landscape 
today.

● Chapter XI: Crypto Exchanges gives a comprehensive overview of UK-based crypto exchanges, and analyses the 
various pros and cons, taking into account factors such as ease of use, security, volume and digital asset diversity.

● Chapter XII: Blockchain and Financial Inclusion details the history, present state and near future of Blockchain 
and Financial Inclusion, a rapidly rising niche, sometimes referred to as Blockchain for Social Good, which 
encompasses all use-cases for blockchain-based financial services that aim to offer financial inclusion to the 
multi-billion blue ocean of unbanked people in developing nations, in order to help equip them with the tools and
infrastructures necessary to give them access to basic human amenities.

● Chapter XIII: Augmented Digital Economy 2.0 (2022-2030) charts the landscape of the evolution from the Crypto
Economy today into the Augmented Digital Economy 2.0 of tomorrow.
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Volume IV offers in-depth profiles of the large majority of blockchain industry and ecosystem players and stakeholders, 
both on an individual and organizational level, in an effort to provide readers with not just overarching trends in the 
development of the UK blockchain industry, but also a granular and precise view of the constituent agents that make up 
the larger landscape.

The volume includes comprehensive one-page profiles on the following blockchain entities:

● Top 10 UK Blockchain Companies 

● Top 20 UK Blockchain Investors 

● 225 UK Blockchain Companies 

● 180 UK Blockchain Investors 

● 100 UK Blockchain Influencers 

● 13 UK Blockchain Think Tanks and R&D Centres

● 6 UK Blockchain Hubs

● 11 UK Blockchain Accelerators

● 50 UK Blockchain Conferences

● 30 UK Blockchain Journalists

18 



2008 - 2014: The Dawn of Blockchain As a Technology
The period of 2008 - 2014 can be considered as the dawn of Blockchain as a technology. During these years it gained 
a solid community of users and an increasing diversity of use cases, but very little commentary or regulatory guidance 
by governments. 2016 can be considered as the dawn of Blockchain as an industry, at which time it gained enough 
recognition, public prominence and global penetration as to warrant commentary by governmental bodies. One of the 
first notable documents in this regards was a 2016 report issued by the UK Government Office for Science entitled 
"Distributed Ledger Technology: beyond Blockchain." 

2018: The Dawn of the Digital Economy
2018, then, can be considered as the inflection point in the growth of the Blockchain industry, and the phase at which it 
is beginning to transition from what can be considered as the sphere of Crypto Economy emerging into the new sphere 
of the “Augmented Economy” (or “Digital Economy 2.0”).

This can be considered a state during which the integration of Blockchain with AI and other next generation IT 
solutions, for use cases including legal technology (LegalTech), investment technology (InvestTech), regulation 
technology (RegTech) and e-governance technology (GovTech), will emerge in such a way as to create an entirely 
novel ecosystem with penetration into the majority of societal activities, from finance to commerce, law, regulation and 
governance, and enabling a rapid acceleration of development and advancement in these areas of professional, 
industry and government activity.

2022-2015 as the inflection Point for the Augmented Economy (Digital Economy 2.0)
We can estimate that the true peak or inflection point marking the transition from Digital Economy to Augmented 
Crypto Economy could occur around 2022-2025. And the UK has great potential to become a major hub for the rise of 
the Digital Economy 2.0 by that time, if it focuses significant state commitment on the optimised and synergetic 
integration of its blockchain-based resources and initiatives with its AI and next generation IT solutions industry, 
honing these now-seperate elements and industries in convergence towards a shared inflection point. 
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The United Kingdom as a Future Global Blockchain Hub

The UK has an excellent global reputation in the areas of business, commerce and law. If it can marshall its 
resources towards the unified development of the Blockchain industry, it has unprecedented potential to become a 
global leader in this field. There are examples from other countries which have redefined themselves so as to be 
flexible hubs for disruptive and novel economic and governmental frameworks. Specific to the Blockchain industry, 
one can examine the case of Switzerland, which historically has been known as a haven for banking secrecy for 
high-net-worth individuals and businesses, and more recently through Zug canton has become known as a Hub for 
Crypto Economy with a friendly regulatory framework within the Zug ‘Crypto Valley.’ 

By taking these relevant examples and applying them to the development of credible and safe government 
regulations, in combination with its formidable strengths and reputation in the areas of finance, regulation and law, 
the UK has the potential to create a progressive and reputable ecosystem in order to attract the top Blockchain 
businesses, entrepreneurs and talents.

Blockchain & The UK Government

The necessary resources and will of the UK government are in place for the nation to become a world leader in 
Blockchain and distributed ledger technologies, for areas as far reaching as finance and commerce, electrical 
systems, distributed and immutable data storage, as well a myriad number of more specific use cases. 

These resources are quite significant and enough to gain an undeniable leadership position on a global scale. But 
further optimization of the assembling and structuring of existing resources is still required, in order to increase 
synergy between subsectors and commit resources strategically. A comprehensive assessment of opportunities 
could transfer focus to subsectors that are comparatively lacking in guidance and investment, despite possibly being 
much more important in terms of both potential value as well as strategic impact. Additionally, there is an important 
and ongoing exercise to examine the benefits of increased government adoption of Blockchain-based systems for 
public sector activities in governing, regulation and commerce.
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Optimum Synergy & Integration of The UK’s Existing Blockchain Elements

Based upon our analysis, it is clear that the UK has all the necessary elements to become a global leader in 
Blockchain and distributed ledger technologies, and that these elements and resources just need to be assembled in 
a more efficient and synergistic manner, such as through the creation of government-led national development 
programs - i.e substantial commitment to support and prioritize Blockchain-based companies and initiatives, in 
combination with an overall increase in government will and support of these industries, as achieved through greater 
investment in government education on the fundamentals and potentials of Blockchain technologies.

Towards a UK Blockchain National Development & Industrial Strategy

Furthermore, given the UK’s history as a world leader in banking and financial services, it has a very strong 
foundation and reputation in the arena of finance and commerce. 

As such, if the UK government can demonstrate sufficient commitment to Blockchain as the future of financial 
transactions and data storage, among other use-cases, it can wield the disruptive impact of Blockchain technologies 
to not only secure its position as a world leader in matters of finance and commerce, but also avoid stagnation and 
the loss of its current position in the global financial sphere as a result of being too slow to adopt innovative 
technologies such as Blockchain and distributed ledger systems. 

If the UK would commit resources to a prioritised Blockchain national development and industrial strategy, while 
simultaneously optimising and repositioning its existing resources in this sphere, it has significant potential to 
become a Digital Economy 2.0 Global Hub by 2025.
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1. 11:FS
2. Adbits
3. Aesthetic Integration
4. AffiliateCoin
5. Aggregion
6. Agility Sciences Limited
7. AgriLedger
8. Alice SI
9. Ananas Foundation

10. Appii
11. Applied Blockchain
12. Arc-net
13. AroundB
14. AsMoney
15. AssetVault
16. Astius Technology
17. Aventus Systems
18. Aysha
19. B2C2 Ltd.
20. B9lab
21. BetKing
22. Billon Group
23. Binkabi
24. Bitcoin Global Capital
25. Bitcoin.co.uk
26. BitcoinBro
27. BitcoinPay
28. BitConnect
29. BitFury Group
30. Bitlish
31. BitMedia
32. Bitnewt
33. Bitstamp
34. Bittunes
35. BitValley Mining Corporation Limited
36. Bitwalking
37. Blazon PR
38. Blockchain Business Board

39. Blockchain Lab
40. Blockchain Technology Partners
41. Blockchain, Inc.
42. BlockEx
43. Blocksure
44. BlockVerify
45. Blockwise
46. BlocSide Sports
47. BMYBIT LTD
48. Bonpay
49. Bright
50. BSave
51. BTCMiner Cloud EU
52. BTL Group Ltd.
53. Bullion Bitcoin
54. Capexmove
55. CapitalDIGI
56. CargoCoin
57. Caricoin
58. Cashaa
59. Cashin.Store
60. Centrica
61. CEX.IO
62. Chain & Chain Technologies
63. ChainThat
64. Circle
65. Clearmatics
66. Cobalt
67. Codel
68. Codex Protocol
69. Coinerz Ltd
70. CoinFalcon
71. Coinfirm
72. Coinfloor
73. CoinsBank
74. Coinsilium
75. Colony
76. Consensys

77. Count My Crypto
78. CREDIT-VISION
79. CreditMint
80. CrossVerify
81. CROWD FOR ANGELS
82. Crowdholding
83. Crypto Collective
84. Crypto Next PLC
85. CryptoFacilities
86. Cryptonomica
87. Cryptopay
88. Cubits
89. Cudo Miner
90. Currency Index
91. Cygnetise
92. DADI
93. DAJIE Ltd
94. Data Quarks Limited
95. Decentralized ID
96. Digital Asset Group
97. Dotsquares
98. Dovetail Lab 
99. DOVU

100. eCoinomic
101. Edenlit
102. EDF Energy
103. Ehab
104. Electron
105. Electroneum
106. Elliptic
107. Embedded Downloads
108. eMed Pharma Group
109. Entry Money LTD
110. EQUI
111. Etoro
112. Everledger
113. Exwal
114. FarmaTrust

UK-based Blockchain companies
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115. Fenestra
116. FinComEco
117. Fluxible
118. FutureFuel Tech
119. Giftcoin
120. Ginie.ai
121. Globacap
122. GMEX Technologies   GMEX Group
123. Gospel Technology
124. GovCoin
125. Gresham International
126. Hadean
127. HeapX
128. HighCastle
129. Humaniq
130. ImmVRse
131. Incuto
132. Indacoin
133. InfoSum
134. INSTASUPPLY
135. Invacio
136. Invoice Ledger
137. IOTA - IOTA Foundation
138. IOTech
139. IOV42
140. IRIS Payment Solutions
141. Karatcoin
142. Kryptocoins finance
143. LAToken
144. LCCX
145. LendFlo
146. Lendingblock
147. LogicalContracts
148. Logikk
149. London Block Exchange
150. London Football Exchange
151. Luno
152. Luther Systems

153. MaidSafe
154. Matrix
155. Medicalchain
156. Methods Digital
157. Mycelium
158. nChain
159. Nebeus
160. Nethermind
161. Nexchange
162. North Block Capital
163. Nousplatform
164. Novum Insights
165. Nuggets
166. Omnitude
167. Online Blockchain
168. Oraclize
169. Orbifold
170. Ownage Ltd.
171. Parity Technologies
172. Penser
173. Pillar Project
174. Plutus
175. Populous
176. Provenance
177. Qadre
178. Qredo
179. Quantave
180. Queueco Limited
181. QuickBitcoin
182. R_Block
183. R3
184. Revolut
185. Saescada
186. Satoshi Systems
187. SatoshiPay
188. Seratio
189. SETL
190. Sharpe Capital

191. Shinrai
192. Solidi Digital Currency Exchange
193. Solution First
194. SpectroCoin
195. Spiritus Development
196. SportyCO
197. Stratis
198. Supreme Factory
199. Swiss Bank In Your Pocket
200. Tag World Exchange
201. The Cointelegraph
202. TheCryptoStreet.com
203. Third Space Auto
204. Token Analyst
205. Tokens.net
206. TokenTalk
207. TransferX, Ltd
208. Trastra
209. UCL Centre for Blockchain Technologies
210. UQUID
211. Vaultoro
212. VChain Technology
213. Vega Protocol
214. Venda.io
215. VentureBoost
216. Veratrak
217. Verisart
218. Verv by Green Running
219. Vo1t
220. Wildfish
221. Wirex Limited
222. WoTT.io
223. Xough Technologies Limited
224. YFL ELITE
225. Yordex

UK-based Blockchain companies
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Investors / UK-based Blockchain companies
1. Accel
2. AlphaCode Club
3. Angel Academe
4. Anthemis Group
5. Ariadne Capital Limited
6. Artesian VC
7. Axel Springer Plug and Play 

Accelerator
8. Baidu
9. Balderton Capital

10. Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria
11. Banco Bradesco
12. Bangkok bank
13. Bank of America Merrill Lynch
14. Bank of Montreal (BMO)
15. Barclays PLC
16. Bethnal Green Ventures
17. Binary Financial
18. Bitmain
19. Blockchain Capital
20. Bloomberg Beta
21. Blue Star Capital
22. BM&FBOVESPA S.A.
23. BnkToTheFuture
24. BNP Paribas
25. BNY Mellon
26. BoomStartup
27. Breyer Capital
28. BRM Capital
29. Calibrate Management
30. Canadian Imperial Bank of 

Commerce

31. Celestial Holdings
32. Centrica
33. CICC
34. Citigroup
35. CLS
36. Coinsilium
37. Commerzbank
38. CommerzVentures GmbH
39. Commonwealth Bank of Australia
40. ContactPartners
41. Creative England
42. Credit Agricole CIB
43. Credit China FinTech Holdings
44. Credit Suisse
45. CreditEase
46. Crowdcube
47. CTBC Financial Holding
48. Cubit Investments
49. CyLon
50. Daiwa Securities Group
51. Danske Bank
52. Deep Knowldge Ventures
53. Deloitte
54. Deutsche Bank
55. Digital Currency Group
56. Digital Identity
57. Digital Space Ventures
58. Draper Esprit
59. DRW Venture Capital
60. EASME - EU Executive Agency for 

SMEs

61. Eos Venture Partners
62. FastForward Innovations
63. Fenbushi Capital
64. Fenway Summer Ventures
65. Fidelity Investments
66. Finlab AG
67. First Derivatives
68. Firstminute Capital
69. Force Over Mass
70. FortRoss Ventures
71. Future Perfect Ventures
72. General Catalyst
73. Georgian Co-Investment Fund
74. Global Advisors Bitcoin Investment 

Fund // CoinShares
75. Global Founders Capital
76. GMP Securities
77. Goldman Sachs
78. Graphene Ventures
79. GV
80. Horizon 2020
81. HSBC
82. Humanity United
83. IA Ventures
84. IDG Capital
85. Index Ventures
86. ING Group
87. InMotion Ventures
88. Intel
89. International Airlines Group
90. Intesa Sanpaolo
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Investors / UK-based Blockchain companies
91. Itau Unibanco
92. iTech Capital
93. J Capital
94. June Fund
95. Korea Investment Partners
96. KRW Schindler
97. Lakestar
98. Lightspeed Venture Partners
99. LocalGlobe

100. London Co-Investment Fund
101. Mastercard Start Path
102. Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group
103. Mizuho Capital
104. Momentum London
105. Mosaic Ventures
106. Narodowe Centrum Badań i 

Rozwoju
107. Natixis
108. NJF Capital
109. Nominet Trust
110. Nomura
111. Nordea
112. Northern Trust
113. Nyca Partners
114. Oak Investment Partners
115. Octopus Ventures
116. Omidyar Group
117. OP Financial Group
118. Outlier Ventures
119. Oxford Seed Fund
120. Paladin Capital Group

121. Pantera Capital
122. Passion Capital
123. PayU
124. Ping An
125. Pitango Venture Capital
126. Pitch@Palace
127. Playfair Capital
128. Plug and Play
129. Point Nine Capital
130. Prudence Holdings
131. QueensBridge Venture Partners
132. Rakuten
133. Rhodium
134. Ribbit Capital
135. Rockstart Accelerator
136. Route 66 Ventures
137. Royal Bank of Canada
138. Santander InnoVentures
139. SBI Group
140. SDVentures
141. SEB Venture Capital
142. Seedcamp
143. Seedcoin - Bitcoin Startup Incubator
144. Silicon Badia
145. Sinai Ventures
146. Singapore Exchange Limited
147. Social Leverage
148. Spark Capital
149. Sprints Capital
150. sproutx

151. Startupbootcamp IoT & Data Tech
152. Status.im
153. Stoic Capital
154. String Ventures
155. SYSTEMIQ
156. Tally Capital
157. Technology Strategy Board
158. Techstars
159. Temasek Holdings
160. TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power)
161. The Royal Bank of Scotland
162. Toronto Dominion Bank Group
163. TriplePoint Capital
164. True.
165. Tusk Ventures
166. UBS
167. Upfront Ventures
168. US Bank
169. Vela Technologies
170. Venrex Investment Management
171. Venture51
172. Venturra Capital
173. Vickers Venture Partners
174. Virgin Group
175. Wayra
176. Wells Fargo & Company
177. Westpac
178. Wicklow Capital
179. Xceedance
180. ZAD Investments
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30 UK Blockchain 
Think Tanks, R&D Centers, Hubs and Accelerators

Think Tanks and R&D Centers Hubs Accelerators

1. Autonomous NEXT
2. BBFA
3. British Blockchain 

Association 
4. Centre for Cryptocurrency 

Research and Engineering
5. Reform
6. UCL Centre for Blockchain 

Technologies (CBT)
7. Oxford Blockchain Network
8. Cambridge Blockchain 

Society
9. Open Blockchain

10. The Alan Turing Institute
11. Future of Humanity Institute
12. KCL Blockchain
13. Deep Knowledge Analytics

1. Big Innovation Centre
2. CognitionX
3. Cambridge Blockchain Hub
4. TechSPARK
5. Rainmaking Loft
6. RocketSpace

1. Level39
2. Rise London / Barclays
3. Founders Factory
4. Entrepreneurial Spark
5. J.P. Morgan
6. FinTech Innovation Lab 

London
7. Startupbootcamp FinTech 

London
8. Tech nation
9. TechStars

10. Bank of England FinTech 
Accelerator

11. Coinsilium



10 UK Blockchain 
Companies
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Circle R3

Medicalchain

IOTA

Everledger Invacio

GMEX

Blockchain, Inc. ElectroneumeToro



Academia

Helen Disney, 
Unblocked

Vinay Gupta, 
Mattereum

Jamie Burke,
Outlier VenturesYoni Assia, 

eToro

Navin 
Ramachandra, 

IOTA

Hirander Misra, 
GMEX Group

Simon Taylor
11:FS

Kevin Curran, 
Ulster

Tomaso Aste, 
UCL

Garrick 
Hileman, 

Cambridge

Vili 
Lehdonvirta

Professor Bill 
Buchanan OBE, 

Edinburgh Napier

Professor 
Angela 

Sasse, UCL

Geoffrey 
Goodell, UCL

Eddy Travia,
Coinsilium

Marcella Atzori, 
UCL

Chris Skinner
Finanser.com

Business Think Tanks and Hubs

Laura Rachel 
Bailey, Qadre

Andrew Haldenby, 
Reform

Tabitha 
Goldstaub, 
CognitionX

Naseem Naqvi, 
British blockchain 

Association

David Siegel, 
Pillar Project

Birgitte Andersen, 
Big Innovation 

Centre

Michael 
Mainelli, Z/Yen 
Group Limited

Mureed Hussain, 
British Blockchain 

Association

40 Influencers / Blockchain in UK 

Lex Sokolin, 
Autonomous 

Research

Rt Hon. Grant 
Shapps MP

Damien 
Moore MP

The Lord Holmes 
of Richmond 

MBE

Darren 
Jones MP

Sir Mark 
Walport

Rt Hon. 
Jeremy Wright 

QC MP

Rt Hon. Norman 
Lamb MP

Eddie 
Hughes MP

Rt Hon. 
The Baroness 

Kramer PC

Chi Onwurah 
MP

Prof. Sarah 
Whatmore, 

Oxford

Eleonora Harwich, 
Reform

Paolo Tasca,
UCL

Catherine Mulligan,
Imperial College 

London

Parliament and Government 
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Abdullah Albeyatti Adam Leonard

Ben Livshits

Barry E JamesAlan Vey

Antony WelfareAnnika MonariAlex Powell

Alex CheemaAlan Wilson

Andrzej 
Horoszczak

Aggelos Kiayias

Charles Bowman Charles Kerrigan Chris Mills Christina 
Frankopan

Damian 
Kimmelman

UK Blockchain Influencers

Charlie 
Muirhead

Sean KiernanDmitry 
Kaminskiy
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Jeremy Millar

Juergen 
MuellerJoshua Broggi

John 
Shawe-Taylor

Julien 
Bouteloup

Kemi 
Badenoch

Ilya KleynerIan HuntGerard Grech

James SmithEd VaizeyDr Scott 
SteedmanDominic HobsonMark Rollins

UK Blockchain Influencers

David 
Fauchier

Nick Bostrom

Peter RandallOliver N Oram

Jack du Rose

Ben Brabyn



Peter Hunn

Richard 
MuirheadPeter SmithPawel 

KuskowskiPatrick Curry

Nicky MorganWajid KhanNancy 
Fechnay

Lucy-Rose 
Walker

Jason LacombeTobias Stone Stephan Tual William 
Knottenbelt
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UK Blockchain Influencers

Leanne KempKumar 
Gaurav

Salil 
GunashekarRosie Cooper Sarah 

Hazzledine

Matt Hancock

Alex Fork



Anthony Cuthbertson
The Independent

Hannah Murphy
Financial Times

Gian Maria Volpicelli
Wired UK

Tom Jowitt
Freelancer

Ian Allison
CoinDesk

Ludwig Siegele
The Economist

Steve Stecklow
Reuters

Eddie van der Walt
Bloomberg News

Tanzeel Akhtar 
Freelancer

UK Journalists covering Blockchain and Crypto Economy 
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Tim Sandle 
Digital Journal

Nick Easen 
Freelancer

Natasha Lomas
TechCrunch

Julia Kollewe
The Guardian

Liam Kelly
The Sunday Times

Mattha Busby
Freelancer



 Joon Ian Wong
CoinDesk

Oscar Williams-Grut 
Business insider

Izabella Kaminska
Financial Times

Lee Boyce
Mail Online

Jemima Kelly
Financial Times

Arjun Kharpal
CNBC

David Dawkins
Daily Express

Alex Hern
The Guardian

Shafi Musaddique
CNBC

Edward Robinson
Bloomberg News

UK Journalists covering Blockchain and Crypto Economy 
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Richard Staines 
Pharmaphorum

Andrew Hill
Financial Times

Phillip Inman
The Guardian

Chloe Cornish
Financial Times

Sid Verma
Bloomberg



10 UK 
Blockchain ann Crypto  Investment Funds
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1. Arbidex

2.  CryptoSky

4.  GABI

3. Distributed Alpha

5. Outlier Ventures

6. Crypto Partners Invest

7. Eterna Capital

8. Prime 
Factor Capital

9. Fabric Ventures

10. Libertus Capital



List of the Blockchain conferences 
August 2018-2019

Conference: Date: Website:

1. BLOCKERCON 2019
2. Blockchain Live
3. World Blockchain Forum; 

Investments & ICO's
4. CORDACON LONDON 2018
5. Digitalising Trade, Commodity and 

Supply Chain Finance Conference
6. CryptoBlockCon 2018
7. Technology & Innovation Risk 

2018
8. Capital Markets Innovation 

Summit
9. Gartner Security & Risk 

Management Summit 2018
10. The London Family Office & High 

Net Worth Blockchain Conference
11. Supply Chain Finance Forum
12. The London CryptoCurrency Show
13. Crypto Investor Show 2018
14. PayExpo Europe 2018
15. Healthcare Unblocked 2018
16. Blockchain Technology in 

Healthcare Global Congress 2018
17. Finance Magnates London 

Summit
18. LendIt Fintech Europe 2018
19. Payments International
20. Open Banking Expo
21. Blackhat Europe 2018
22. Digital Integration in Wealth 

Management 2019
23. Crypto Investor Show 2019
24. Blockchain Expo London 2019
25. DevChain Conference

1. 4-6 June 2019
2. 26 September 2018
3. 3-5 September 2018
4. 12-13 September 

2018
5. 12-14 September 

2018
6. 24-25 September 

2018
7. 25-26 September 

2018
8. 26-27 September 

2018
9. 10-11  September 

2018
10. 4 October 2018
11. 17  October 2018
12. 20 October 2018
13. 9-10 November 2018
14. 9-10 October 2018
15. 10 November 2018
16. 12-13 November 2018
17. 13-14 November 2018
18. 19-20 November 2018
19. 26 - 28 November 

2018
20. 27 November 2018
21. 3-6 December 2018
22. 20 – 21 February 2019
23. 1-2 March 2019
24. 25-26 April 2019
25. 28 September 2019

1. https://www.blockercon.com/?utm_medium=hackernoon%2BArticle&utm_source=
Jigar%2B-%2BTop%2BBlockchain%2BEvents%2Band%2BConferences%2BList

2. https://blockchainlive.com/?utm_source=Jigar%20-%20Top%20Blockchain%20Ev
ents%20and%20Conferences%20List&utm_medium=hackernoon%20Article

3. https://london.keynote.ae/
4. http://www.cvent.com/events/r3-cordacon-london-2018/event-summary-47673fced

33d4dea88644bae418ca020.aspx
5. http://www.marcusevans-conferences-paneuropean.com/marcusevans-conference

s-event-details.asp?EventID=24533&SectorID=2&utm_source=media%20partner&
utm_medium=BNC%20-%20event%20listing&utm_campaign=CM425%20-%20BN
C#.WzEVl9IzbIX

6. http://www.cryptoblockcon.com/events/
7. https://www.cefpro.com/forthcoming-events/technology-and-innovation-risk/
8. https://capitalmarkets.wbresearch.com/
9. https://www.gartner.com/en/conferences/emea/security-risk-management-uk

10. http://london-blockchain.co.uk/
11. https://bcrpub.com/events/supply-chain-finance-forum
12. https://www.londoncryptocurrencyshow.com/
13. https://www.cryptoinvestor.show/
14. https://www.payexpo.com/welcome
15. https://unblockedevents.com/events/healthcare-unblocked-2018/
16. http://www.paradigmglobalevents.com/events/blockchain-technology-healthcare-gl

obal-congress-2018/
17. https://www.fmlondonsummit2018.com/
18. http://www.lendit.com/europe/2018
19. https://finance.knect365.com/payments-international/
20. https://www.openbankingexpo.com/
21. http://www.blackhat.com/eu-18/
22. http://www.arena-international.com/wealthmanagement
23. https://www.cryptoinvestor.show/
24. https://blockchain-expo.com/global/
25. http://2018.devchain.io/#
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List of the Blockchain conferences 
2017 - July 2018

Conference: Date: Website:

1. London Blockchain & Energy Summit 
2017

2. London Blockchain Week
3. Finance Disrupted
4. Blockchain: Rewiring Governance 

Conference
5. Gibraltar International FinTech Forum
6. KYC & AML SUMMIT EUROPE
7. Finovate Europe
8. TechNOVA: Blockchain Summit 2018
9. Fintech World Euro Summit London

10. CoinFest
11. Blockchain Expo Global 2018
12. AI, Blockchain & Crypto Currencies: 

Opportunities and Implications for the 
Hedge Fund Industry

13. Global Blockchain Technology Summit
14. Blockchain, IoT & Machine Learning in 

Oil & Gas
15. Blockchain Innovation Showcase
16. Cryptocurrency Fund Forum
17. Blockchain International Show London
18. BLOCKERCON 2018
19. CryptoCompare & MJAC London 

Blockchain Summit
20. DMFX Financials Mini conference
21. Blockchain 

Alternative Investment 
Conference

22. Blockchain Summit London
23. Creatives: Unblocked
24. Crypto Economy ICO 2018
25. London Fintech Week

1. 6 November 2017
2. 19–26 January 

2018
3. 25 January 2017
4. 24 February  2018
5. 27  February - 1 

March 2018
6. 7 March 2018
7. 6-9 March 2018
8. 22 March 2018
9. 4 April 2018

10. 5-7 April 2018
11. 18 - 19 April 2018
12. 19 April 2018
13. 17-18 May 2018
14. 22-23 May  2018
15. 23 May 2018
16. 6 June 2018
17. 6-7 June 2018
18. 7 June 2018
19. 13 June 2018
20. 15 June 2018
21. 18-19 June 2018
22. 26-27 June 2018
23. 29 June 2018
24. 6 July 2018
25. 6-13 July 2018

1. https://www.eblockchain.co.uk/
2. https://www.blockchainweek.com/
3. https://events.economist.com/events-conferences/emea/finance-disrupted/2017
4. http://www.blockchaincambridge.com/
5. https://gibfin.com/agenda
6. http://finance-edge.com/kycamleu/
7. https://finance.knect365.com/finovateeurope/
8. https://new.marketforce.eu.com/technova/events/blockchain-summit/#agenda
9. https://events.bzntm.com/2018-04-04/fintech-world-euro-summit

10. http://coinfestuk.org/CF2018/#1516570059178-ed62c58a-2846
11. https://whatupintown.com/x/blockchain-expo-global-2018/
12. https://hfa.member365.com/public/event/details/edaeb474661d7ffa560d2c511530

9fa766e5e9bf
13. https://10times.com/blockchain-technology-london
14. https://www.iotinoilandgas-europe18.com/
15. https://www.challenge.org/invest-in-blockchain/
16. https://finance.knect365.com/cryptocurrency-fund-forum/
17. https://bisshow.com/
18. https://www.blockercon.com/speakers?utm_medium=hackernoon%2BArticle&utm

_source=Jigar%2B-%2BTop%2BBlockchain%2BEvents%2Band%2BConferences
%2BList

19. https://mjac.io/
20. https://dmfx-financials.com/
21. https://baiconf.com/
22. http://www.blockchainsummitlondon.com/
23. https://unblockedevents.com/events/creatives-unblocked/
24. https://www.thecryptoeconomy.com/london-july
25. https://www.fintechweek.com/
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The British Blockchain Association
The British Blockchain Association is a not-for-profit, national platform 
that has been set up to promote the comprehensive adoption of 
blockchain technology across the public and private sectors in the 
United Kingdom.

Their mission is to work in strategic collaboration with organisations and 
individuals in the blockchain space by innovating best practices and 
adopt promising blockchain solutions to benefit wider community. The 
British Blockchain Association has a vision to accelerate progress and 
collaboration of blockchain based projects in the United Kingdom.

The British Blockchain Association will advocate for education on blockchain adoption within the profession. Their 
existing working groups include the Journal of British Blockchain Association (JBBA), Europe’s first peer reviewed 
research journal on Blockchain and distributed ledger ecosystems. The Association is designed to provide a forum for 
experts to share information, provide pastoral support and create broader educational opportunities. The British 
Blockchain Association strives to make Britain one of the leading nations in blockchain arena by bench-marking 
exemplary standards. According to co-founder Dr. Naseem Naqvi:

“The BBA has high aspirations – we already have a growing network of partners and members from across the world 
and our goal is to work together to influence and connect policymakers, academics, businesses, entrepreneurs, 
investors and venture capitalists with the overall goal of increasing the awareness, understanding and adoption of 
blockchain technology in the UK.”

With members including the United Nations Development Programme GCPSE, Nordic Blockchain Association, Abt 
Associates and QADRE, the British Blockchain Association is already receiving international attention.

Source: https://www.britishblockchainassociation.com/blog/the-uk-s-first-blockchain-association-launches-at-london-blockchain-week-2018
https://www.britishblockchainassociation.com/
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Company Name Application Type of Blockchain Investments Web site 

Centrica

Testing a range of 
energy transactions 
including multi-party 
peer to peer

Private, developed 
by LO3 Energy (US) www.centrica.com

Electron
Increase grid efficiency 
and reduce transmission 
losses

Ethereum and IPFS 
decentralised web 
projects

$687.9K http://www.electron.org.uk

Methods Digital
Was a partner in 
Trusted Archives of 
Digital Public Records 
project.

N/A https://methods.co.uk/

GovCoin
Cryptocurrency that 
buys surplus 
government property

N/A http://govcoin.com/

EDF Energy N/A N/A https://www.edfenergy.com/
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Blockchain and AI 
Companies 

There are very few companies identified as both Blockchain and AI companies. This is the only one sector defined not 
by the industry the company is operating in, but on the technology which is used besides Blockchain. It is important to 
clearly indicate that the companies are using both technologies. These are companies operating in various domains 
such as FinTech, Services, Data Analytics etc. 

40 

Company Name Application Type of Blockchain Investments Web site 

AssetVault
To enable the safe and secure 
tokenization of ALL the world’s 
real and digital assets.

N/A N/A
https://assetvault.org/#contact

Ginie.ai

AI semantically understands 
legal contracts, enabling us to 
become the bridge towards 
smart contracts on the 
Blockchain.

Private N/A http://www.ginie.ai/

Invacio

Multi-channel platform that 
makes high-speed 
cross-currency and 
cross-border transactions 
simple and intuitive.

Private (Tamius) $29.1M https://www.invacio.com

Data Quarks Limited
To empower everyone to easily 
understand facts using data 
visualisation techniques.

€15.000 http://www.dataquarks.com

Logikk N/A N/A http://www.logikk.com/



Company Name Application Type of Blockchain Investments Web site 

AgriLedger Agricultural Supply chain N/A $40.000 http://www.agriledger.io/

Astius Technology IoT Business Services N/A https://www.astius.co.uk

DAJIE Ltd Decentralized energy 
model

N/A http://www.dajie.eu/

Edenlit IoT & Blockchain 
Consultancy

Ethereum / Bitcoin https://www.edenlit.org/

INSTASUPPLY Track and control 
suppliers

Private $1.5M instasupply.com

IOTech Industrial IoT N/A $2.5M http://www.iotechsys.com/

Matrix Security platform for IoT Matrix $5M http://www.matrix.org

Provenance Supply chain tracking Private $1.1M https://www.provenance.org

WoTT.io Security between IoT 
devices N/A https://www.wott.io

BlockVerify
Introducing transparency to 
supply chains

$52.8K http://www.blockverify.io/
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`

Company Name Blockchain application Type of 
Blockchain 

Investments Web site 

FarmaTrust

Blockchain based system 
utilises Artificial 
Intelligence and big data 
analysis to provide the 
pharmaceutical industry 
with value added services 
which allow for more 
efficient processes and 
methods as well as a 
more transparent supply 
chain.

Ethereum https://www.farmatrust.io

Medicalchain
To securely store health 
records and maintain a 
single version of the truth.

Ethereum $24M https://medicalchain.com/en/

Spiritus Development
To develop the next 
generation of service 
records for critical assets 
and infrastructure.

N/A
https://www.spirituspartners.
com/

Veratrak
Modernising document 
sharing in the 
pharmaceutical supply 
chain

N/A £200K https://veratrak.com/

Blockchain and Healthcare
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Company Name Blockchain application Type of 
Blockchain 

Investments Web site 

CrossVerify

The Personal Digital 
Platform that Protects, 
Verifies, and Permissions 
access to your Personal 
Digital Identity

N/A http://crossverify.global

Decentralized ID ID security N/A https://decentralized.id

Elliptic

We identify illicit activity in 
cryptocurrencies, providing 
actionable intelligence to 
cryptocurrency companies, 
financial institutions and 
government agencies.

N/A $7M https://www.elliptic.co/

Embedded Downloads Security Services Providers N/A
http://embeddeddownloads.
com/

Everledger
to assist in the reduction of 
risk and fraud for banks, 
insurers and open 
marketplaces.

Hyperledger $10.4M https://www.everledger.io/

Blockchain and Security
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Company Name Blockchain application Type of 
Blockchain 

Investments Web site 

Gospel Technology
To collaborate on data 
internally and externally 
with total trust, security 
and consent.

Gospel’s Distributed 
Data Logic.

£1.4M http://gospel.tech/

Swiss Bank In Your 
Pocket

Cryptocurrency hardware 
wallet with a suite of 
Blockchain applications

N/A
https://swissbankinyourpock
et.com/

VChain Technology
Multi-patented capability 
enables unhackable 
connections between data 
which

N/A £715K https://www.vchain.tech/

Verisart
Create secure digital 
certificates for art and 
collectibles.

N/A $500K http://www.verisart.com
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Blockchain and AI 
Companies overview

There are very few companies identified as both Blockchain and AI companies. This is the only one sector defined not 
by the industry the company is operating in, but on the technology which is used besides Blockchain. It is important to 
clearly indicate that the companies are using both technologies. These are companies operating in various domains 
such as FinTech, Services, Data Analytics etc. 
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Company Name Application Type of Blockchain Investments Web site 

AssetVault
To enable the safe and secure 
tokenization of ALL the world’s 
real and digital assets.

N/A N/A
https://assetvault.org/#cont
act

Ginie.ai

AI semantically understands 
legal contracts, enabling us to 
become the bridge towards 
smart contracts on the 
Blockchain.

Private N/A http://www.ginie.ai/

Invacio

Multi-channel platform that 
makes high-speed 
cross-currency and 
cross-border transactions 
simple and intuitive.

Private (Tamius) $29.1M https://www.invacio.com

Data Quarks Limited
To empower everyone to easily 
understand facts using data 
visualisation techniques.

€15.000
http://www.dataquarks.co
m

Logikk N/A N/A http://www.logikk.com/



Company Name Application Type of Blockchain Investments Web site 

AgriLedger Agricultural Supply chain N/A $40.000 http://www.agriledger.io/

Astius Technology IoT Business Services N/A https://www.astius.co.uk

DAJIE Ltd Decentralized energy 
model

N/A http://www.dajie.eu/

Edenlit IoT & Blockchain 
Consultancy

Ethereum / Bitcoin https://www.edenlit.org/

INSTASUPPLY Track and control 
suppliers

Private $1.5M instasupply.com

IOTech Industrial IoT N/A $2.5M http://www.iotechsys.com/

Matrix Security platform for IoT Matrix $5M http://www.matrix.org

Provenance Supply chain tracking Private $1.1M https://www.provenance.org

WoTT.io Security between IoT 
devices N/A https://www.wott.io

BlockVerify
Introducing transparency 
to supply chains

$52.8K http://www.blockverify.io/
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Company Name Blockchain application Type of Blockchain Investments Web site 

FarmaTrust

Blockchain based system 
utilises Artificial 
Intelligence and big data 
analysis to provide the 
pharmaceutical industry 
with value added services 
which allow for more 
efficient processes and 
methods as well as a 
more transparent supply 
chain.

Ethereum https://www.farmatrust.io

Medicalchain
To securely store health 
records and maintain a 
single version of the truth.

Ethereum $24M https://medicalchain.com/en/

Spiritus Development
To develop the next 
generation of service 
records for critical assets 
and infrastructure.

N/A
https://www.spirituspartners.
com/

Veratrak
Modernising document 
sharing in the 
pharmaceutical supply 
chain

N/A £200K https://veratrak.com/

Blockchain and Healthcare
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Company Name Blockchain application Type of Blockchain Investments Web site 

CrossVerify

The Personal Digital 
Platform that Protects, 
Verifies, and Permissions 
access to your Personal 
Digital Identity

N/A http://crossverify.global

Decentralized ID ID security N/A https://decentralized.id

Elliptic

We identify illicit activity in 
cryptocurrencies, providing 
actionable intelligence to 
cryptocurrency companies, 
financial institutions and 
government agencies.

N/A $7M https://www.elliptic.co/

Embedded Downloads Security Services 
Providers N/A

http://embeddeddownloads.
com/

Everledger
to assist in the reduction of 
risk and fraud for banks, 
insurers and open 
marketplaces.

Hyperledger $10.4M https://www.everledger.io/

Blockchain and Security
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Company Name Blockchain application Type of 
Blockchain 

Investments Web site 

Gospel Technology
To collaborate on data 
internally and externally 
with total trust, security 
and consent.

Gospel’s 
Distributed Data 
Logic.

£1.4M http://gospel.tech/

Swiss Bank In Your 
Pocket

Cryptocurrency hardware 
wallet with a suite of 
Blockchain applications

N/A
https://swissbankinyourpock
et.com/

VChain Technology
Multi-patented capability 
enables unhackable 
connections between data 
which

N/A £715K https://www.vchain.tech/

Verisart
Create secure digital 
certificates for art and 
collectibles.

N/A $500K http://www.verisart.com
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Investments in DLT and Blockchain-related companies in UK
 in 2013-2018 in million of USD
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Chapter II: 
Blockchain and UK Government: 

Key Statements & Development Strategies



Source: 
https://www.ibm.com/industries/uk-en/
banking/pdf/Distributed_Ledger_Tech

nology.pdf
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DISTRIBUTED LEDGER 
TECHNOLOGY – AN EMERGING 
CONSENSUS ON THE BUY-SIDE

 Asset Management

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER 
TECHNOLOGY: BEYOND 

BLOCKCHAIN 

Government Office for Science

WHITE PAPER: THE DIGITAL FUND 
DISTRIBUTION REVOLUTION – 

OPPORTUNITY THROUGH CHANGE

Calastone

Notable reports produced by UK Bodies

Source: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.u
k/government/uploads/system/upload
s/attachment_data/file/492972/gs-16-
1-distributed-ledger-technology.pdf

Source: 
http://www.calastone.com/wp-content/
uploads/2017/07/calastone-digital-fun
d-distribution-revolution-whitepaper.p

df
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DISTRIBUTED LEDGER 
TECHNOLOGIES FOR PUBLIC AND 

PRIVATE GOOD: LEADERSHIP, 
COLLABORATION AND INNOVATION

House of Lords

SECURITIES SERVICES ON 
BLOCKCHAIN: A VALUE 

ANALYSIS FOR CUSTODIAN 
BANKS

AON

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER 
TECHNOLOGIES: CHALLENGES, 

OPPORTUNITIES AND THE 
PROSPECTS FOR STANDARDS

British Standards Institution (BSI)

Notable reports produced by UK Bodies

Source: 
http://chrisholmes.co.uk/wp-content/uplo
ads/2017/11/Distributed-Ledger-Technol
ogies-for-Public-Good_leadership-collab

oration-and-innovation.pdf

Source: 
https://mclagan.aon.com/investment-ser
vices/insights/articles/2018/White-Paper
-Securities-Services-on-Blockchain-A-V

alue-Analysis-for-Custodian-Banks

Source: 
https://www.bsigroup.com/LocalFiles/zh-
tw/InfoSec-newsletter/No201706/downlo

ad/BSI_Blockchain_DLT_Web.pdf



The name of the article Distributed Ledger Technology – An Emerging Consensus on the Buy-Side

Authors Dr Ian Hunt, Chris Mills

Publication info Date: 22 January 2018
Pages: 73

Description

There is now a growing demand for stronger technology which can reduce costs by a factor, 
while improving the quality of the investment product. A range of new technologies is 
emerging to meet this challenge. These application technologies include Robotics / 
Machine-Learning, Big Data Analytics and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). The report 
focuses on Distributed Ledger Technology and Blockchain, which together have high potential 
to enable transformational change. While the report focuses on DLT, most engaged parties 
expect that the highest commercial gains for the Buy-Side will come through the deployment 
of a combination of new technologies. The contributors to the report put forward a range of 
DLT use-cases which would be of high and specific benefit to the Buy-Side. The report is a 
comprehensive and consultative exploration of ideas and initiatives: as an amalgamation of 
input from the market’s best thinkers, it shamelessly capitalises on the intellectual 
contributions of others. Contributions have come from Asset Managers, Vendors, FinTechs, 
Service Providers and Consultants. The report is a consensus document rather than an 
opinion paper: the views of the contributors have been reflected throughout and summarised 
faithfully.
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The name of the article Distributed Ledger Technology: beyond Blockchain

Authors Mark Walport

Publication info Date: 19 January 2016
Pages: 88

Description

Distributed Ledger Technology: beyond Blockchain is about the algorithmic technologies that 
enable Bitcoin and their power to transform ledgers as tools to record, enable and secure an 
enormous range of transactions. In summary, distributed ledger technology provides the 
framework for government to reduce fraud, corruption, error and the cost of paper-intensive 
processes. It has the potential to redefine the relationship between government and the citizen 
in terms of data sharing, transparency and trust. It has similar possibilities for the private 
sector. The report sets out the eight main recommendations from their work. These are 
presented in the context of a summary of the key points from the seven chapters of evidence 
which cover vision, technology, governance, privacy and security, disruptive potential, 
applications and global perspective. The chapters have been written by experts in distributed 
ledger technology in a style that should be accessible to non-experts.
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The name of the article White Paper: The digital fund distribution revolution: opportunity through change

Authors Calastone

Publication info Date: June 2017
Pages: 12

Description

In this paper, Calastone examined the funds ecosystem and the drivers of change that are 
impacting today’s fund distribution model across global markets. Calastone also explored the 
role of technology such as robo-advice, transaction automation and Distributed Ledger 
Technology (blockchain), and how funds industry participants can leverage these to their 
greatest effect. By taking advantage of technology enablers such as Cloud Computing, 
Software as a Service (SaaS), Big Data and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), it is 
possible to envisage a future state model which addresses a number of the challenges facing 
the industry today. In June 2017 Calastone announced the second phase of its distributed 
market infrastructure innovation programme. Calastone is creating a design group consisting 
of global market participants, spanning all aspects of the industry, who will participate in 
additional exploration of their distributed market model.
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The name of the article 
Distributed Ledger Technologies for Public Good: leadership, collaboration and 
innovation

Authors Lord Holmes of Richmond

Publication info Date: 28 November 2017
Pages: 33

Description

The House of Lords have written this report to highlight the need, and significant opportunity, 
for government to take a leading role in the practical testing and application of distributed 
ledger technologies (DLT) across the public and private sectors in the service of the UK, its 
businesses and its citizens. Their working hypothesis is that DLT can play a valuable part in 
enhancing the delivery of government services to the citizens of the UK, in securing the UK's 
competitive position as a global leader in technology‐based innovation and in protecting the 
security of government and citizens’ data at a time when both are increasingly under threat. 
Testing that hypothesis depends on effective collaboration within and between the public and 
private sectors. This report seeks to re‐energise and refocus UK government attention on 
DLT's potential so that we can accelerate our own digital maturity, enhance the productive 
capacity of our businesses and benefit our citizens. This report outlines the use case in each 
of these areas of opportunity, including their associated risks and challenges, requirements, 
opportunities and enablers. 
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The name of the article White Paper: Securities Services on Blockchain: A Value Analysis for Custodian Banks

Authors Alex Powell, Dominic Hobson

Publication info Date: October 2017
Pages: 15

Description

Blockchain threatens the entire business model of the custody industry today. The findings 
present custodians with a stark choice. If they embrace blockchain technology but fail to use it 
to generate new revenue streams, their continued existence is at risk. On the other hand, the 
costs savings are compelling enough to transform the economics of the industry, enabling 
custodians to solve their biggest single challenge: the inability to widen their margins by 
reducing costs and developing new businesses. Blockchain also provides a cheaper means of 
accessing securities held across borders by enabling tokenised rights of ownership to 
securities held in custody for trade on blockchains. Legacy and blockchain systems will have 
to run in parallel for a time, even if there is eventually a wholesale switch from existing 
technologies to blockchain technologies. Some asset classes and markets are likely to move 
to blockchain faster than others, and the pioneers will have to inter-operate with the laggards. 
It is reasonable to believe that the markets in which the risks are lower will transition to 
blockchain sooner. Emerging markets, which have less invested in legacy technologies and 
techniques, are likely to switch first.
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The name of the article 
Distributed Ledger Technologies/Blockchain: Challenges, opportunities and the 
prospects for standards

Authors Advait Deshpande, Katherine Stewart, Louise Lepetit, Salil Gunashekar

Publication info Date: May 2017
Pages: 40

Description

Distributed Ledger Technologies/Blockchain: Challenges, opportunities and the prospects for 
standards examines the potential role of standards in supporting Distributed Ledger 
Technologies (DLT)/Blockchain. The current document, intended for dissemination to 
interested parties, aims to serve as an overview of the study, which was conducted over a 
6-week period. In this report, the authors present an overview of the current landscape of 
DLT/Blockchain developments and closely examine the issues that are central to the 
development of DLT/Blockchain. There are articulated a set of areas for further consideration 
by DLT/Blockchain stakeholders regarding the potential role of standardization. Rather than 
providing a definitive list of topics, the aim of the study is to provoke further discussion across 
the DLT/ Blockchain community about the potential role of standards in supporting the 
development and adoption of the technology. The team carried out the research using a 
mixed methods approach involving a focused review of the literature, in-depth interviews with 
stakeholders from public and private organizations, and an internal workshop. Although the 
study is primarily intended to inform the BSI’s approach towards developing a standards 
strategy in relation to DLT/Blockchain, it is also likely to be of relevance to stakeholders in the 
DLT/Blockchain community, including policymakers, industry, other standards organizations 
(national and international), and academia.
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Recommendations to Government
2016 2017

1. Government should provide ministerial 
leadership to ensure that it provides the vision, 
leadership and the platform for distributed 
ledger technology within government; this 
group should consider governance, privacy, 
security and standards

2. Government should establish trials of 
distributed ledgers in order to assess the 
technology’s usability within the public sector

3. Government could support the creation of 
distributed ledger demonstrators for local 
government that will bring together all the 
elements necessary to test the technology and 
its application.

4. The UK research community should invest in 
the research required to ensure that distributed 
ledgers are scalable, secure and provide proof 
of correctness of their contents

1. Create cross‐departmental arrangements, with 
senior‐level sponsorship, to improve the quality 
and use of information in decision‐making and 
the delivery of public services through active, 
coordinated and sustained collaboration to 
leverage Blockchain.

2. Establish and support working groups to 
address each area of significant opportunity.

3. Form a neutral organisation working across 
government to provide objective policy, 
architectural and technological expertise for 
information management and project 
management linking to government priorities in 
the Industrial and Digital strategies.

4. Develop a strategy to raise citizens', 
consumers' and businesses' understanding of 
the nature of digital change, digital identity 
management and Blockchain's role in their 
digital future.
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Distributed Ledger Technology: beyond 
Blockchain

Distributed Ledger Technologies for 
Public Good: leadership, 

collaboration and innovation



“Distributed ledger technology has the potential to transform the delivery 
of public and private services. It has the potential to redefine the 
relationship between government and the citizen in terms of data sharing, 
transparency and trust and make a leading contribution to the 
government’s digital transformation plan.”

-Sir Mark Walport

Blockchain and UK Government

Sources: https://cointelegraph.com/news/uk-member-of-parliament-says-Blockchain-will-have-monumental-impact
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/distributed-ledger-technology-beyond-block-chain
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cryptoassets-taskforce-meets-for-the-first-time

Matt Hancock, the British Conservative Member of Parliament, has delivered a speech on 19th April 2018 about the 
“monumental impact” he believes Blockchain will have on people’s lives. According to Hancock, the UK government has 
already invested £10 mln in support of Blockchain projects for the solar energy sector, clean water
provision, electoral systems, and charitable giving.

According to analyst TechMarketview, other bodies investigating distributed ledger technology include the Ministry of 
Justice, the Home Office and HM Revenue and Customs. Also in December 2017, six financial services institutions, 
including Barclays, Credit Suisse and UBS, revealed they were testing Blockchain-enabled smart contracts to help 
verify identity checks in transactions as required by the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive.

The first meeting of the UK’s new Cryptoassets Taskforce took place on 21st May 2018, and was attended by financial 
regulators and senior leaders from the government. The Taskforce agreed its objectives and it will consider existing 
analysis by the government and regulators. The Taskforce, which includes the Bank of England, the Financial Conduct 
Authority and the Treasury, will review existing research from the government and regulators, as well as seek input from 
trade bodies, academia and consumer and investors groups. The group announced that it will host a roundtable in July 
and publish its first report in the third quarter of 2018.
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Blockchain and UK Government
  The growing cryptocurrency market has given distributed ledger technologies a significant impulse throughout 

industries. There is growing enthusiasm for using these technologies within governments for identity, criminal evidence 
chains, and energy trading.

Through the “Distributed ledger technology: beyond Blockchain” report published in January 2016, the UK government 
has stated its aim of developing and promoting the use of Blockchain technology, as well as its broader commitment to 
ensure that  the UK remains a hub for the emerging fintech industry.

In 2016, the Department for Work and Pensions began a trial to use Blockchain technology. Claimants can use a 
mobile app to receive and spend benefit payments, and with their consent, transactions are recorded on a distributed 
ledger to support their financial management.  The UK government’s chief scientific adviser Sir Mark Walport has 
highlighted how Blockchain can help in areas such as reducing benefit fraud, protecting critical infrastructure and 
registering assets.

It was announced in April 2018 that the UK and 21 other countries have signed a declaration aiming to share 
Blockchain experience and expertise across Europe. The countries have signed a declaration to create the European 
Blockchain Partnership as a result of the European Council calling for the European Commission (EC) to present a 
unified approach to Blockchain. The UK government has largely proved amenable to Blockchain technology broadly, 
but it has shown less enthusiasm for cryptocurrency. At January's World Economic Forum, Prime Minister Theresa May 
said she was concerned about potential criminal usage of crypto. At the same event, the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Philip Hammond called for the regulation of cryptocurrencies. Mark Carney, the governor of the Bank of England, made 
a similar appeal for regulation at the beginning of March 2018 during a speech at the Scottish Economics Conference.

The government has revealed its intention to create a UK-Australia "fintech bridge," which will aim to connect the 
countries' respective markets and to "help UK firms expand internationally" as well as to strengthen the commercial ties 
with China and promote London's role as the natural western hub through the Belt and Road Initiative.

Sources: https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252438884/22-European-countries-sign-up-to-Blockchain-partnership
https://www.coindesk.com/registration-dfinitys-biggest-airdrop-ever-closing-soon/



The Mayor and Lord Mayor of London on Blockchain
Sadiq Khan, the mayor of Landon, has revealed at the opening of London Tech Week his ambitious plans to make the 
capital a world leading "smart city":

It was announced in April 2018 that the UK Government and the mayor of London selected Blockchain startup, 
Nuggets, to lead the UK Tech Mission in China this year. Nuggets’ continued rise to prominence comes in the wake of 
the UK Government’s declaration of a “new Golden era” in UK-China relations, and shows the potential of the “fintech 
bridge” agreed between the two countries in 2016. 

The Lord Mayor of London, Charles Bowman was leading a business delegation to Hong Kong, Shenzhen, Shanghai 
and Beijing from March 19 to March 28. The forum was aimed at deepening bilateral exchanges on the key 
technologies of fintech, AI (artificial intelligence) and Blockchain, between China and the United Kingdom.
In March 2018 Bowman shared his views on London’s financial advantages:

He noted that he will promote the importance of creating the digital Silk Road, where the City of London's expertise in 
fintech and technologies such as Blockchain can play a strong role.
Sources: http://www.cityam.com/266438/mayor-london-sadiq-khan-wants-make-capital-world-leading
https://paymentweek.com/2018-4-13-uk-government-mayor-london-select-Blockchain-startup-nuggets-lead-uk-tech-mission-china/
http://www.szdaily.com/content/2018-03/20/content_18698561.htm

"My ambition now is to harness the new technologies that are being pioneered 
right here to transform London into the world’s leading smart city. The potential for 
cutting-edge technology to tackle a host of social, economic and environmental 
challenges is immeasurable. From air pollution and climate change to housing and 
transport, new technologies and data science will be at the heart of the long-term 
solutions to urban challenges.”

“The policy [in London] is relatively open. There is a lot of private investment from 
both major financial service providers and some innovative startups. In addition, 
the distance between financial companies and the regulatory institution is very 
close. It’s like a ‘one-stop shop.’”
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UK Parliament on Blockchain

On 1st May 2018 the UK Parliament’s Treasury Committee held a hearing on the topic of Blockchain and digital 
currencies.

Martin Walker, director at the Centre for Evidence Based Management, criticized Blockchain technology by saying that 
it is not beneficial in financial institutions and has no wider benefits:

Interbank payments startup Ripple’s XRP cryptocurrency and other Blockchain platforms came under fire as the 
non-profit Centre for Evidence-Based Management Director, and Blockchain consortium R3 former product developer, 
Martin Walker claimed that these technologies are unlikely to solve the financial sector’s inefficiencies. Walker argued 
that Ripple’s model offers little more than the currently existing SWIFT messaging system, even saying that:

At the end of the hearing, Walker said:

Sources: https://www.coinwire.com/ripple-is-criticized-at-uk-parliament-Blockchain-hearing
https://cointelegraph.com/news/think-tank-director-tells-uk-parliament-that-Blockchain-is-pixie-dust-and-magic-wands
http://www.rttnews.com/2889559/skepticism-dominates-british-parliament-Blockchain-hearing.aspx?refresh=1

“All that it takes to make a credible idea into a fad is people just switch off their brains 
and stop thinking. Over 20 years in and around the banking industry — Blockchain is a 
fad, but I have seen many fads in my career. If 10% of what I’ve heard in my career had 
come true, we would have these amazing banks that run for £1 a week.”

“The hard thing about tracking payments is actually getting the people involved in the payments to 
actually upload the status. So simply having a Blockchain doesn’t actually get people to update the 
status of where the payment is.”

“I would just urge the committee that we do not repeat the mistakes that have been made over and 
again of getting blinded by the word innovation, particularly relating to financial products.”
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UK Government on Blockchain
Blockchain technology could be used to improve the UK government’s efforts to provide citizens greater control over 
how their information is shared with public services. 

The Reform “The Future of Public Service Identity: Blockchain” report states that the government requires a new 
approach. “The use of the distributed ledger would be an improvement as it would mean that ‘control of public service 
identity can be moved from government to the individual.’ The addition of the Blockchain could be built across several 
departments, acting as a thin layer on top of current databases.”

On 22nd January it was announced that Innovate UK, the United Kingdom's technology development arm is doubling 
down on its support for Blockchain-based technologies, investing a total of £19 million ($26.6 million). The UK's non 
departmental public office said it would invest in projects which will result in new products or service in the fields of 
emerging and enabling technologies, including using distributed ledgers. The agency will also offer a further £12 million 
($16.8 million) for businesses trying to recruit graduates to help develop their project. In July 2017 the agency sought 
pitches from groups which could implement Blockchain tools into emerging health technologies.

The All-Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain (APPG Blockchain) was set up in January 2018, with the purpose: “to 
ensure that industry and society benefit from the full potential of Blockchain and other distributed ledger technologies 
(Blockchain) making the UK a leader in Blockchain/Blockchain’s innovation and implementation.” 

In 2018, the APPG on Blockchain will be mainly focused on becoming familiar with Blockchain as a new foundation 
technology with transformative implications for business and the public sector. Their approach in the first part of the 
year will be to invite industry stakeholders, entrepreneurs and thought leaders to express their experience, vision and 
view on particular Blockchain fields, thus offering a framework for the next phase of work continuing into 2019. The 
group will prioritise key use cases to explore and, through each Evidence Meeting, aims to generate pragmatic solutions 
(policy, regulation, industry practice and infrastructure development) with clearly defined steps for how success can be 
achieved.
Sources: https://www.ccn.com/report-uk-government-urged-to-look-at-the-Blockchain-for-identity-services/
http://www.reform.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/The-future-of-public-service-identity-Blockchain.pdf
https://www.coindesk.com/uk-government-lures-distributed-ledger-projects-26-million-fund/
http://www.appg-Blockchain.org/about/
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Blockchain as a key to resolve political risks
  When UK voters elected to leave the European Union in 2016, they also put the peace agreement between Northern 

Ireland and the Irish Republic at risk. That agreement assures the free movement of people and goods across the 
island's border. Maintaining the free movement of people will be relatively simple: the United Kingdom and Ireland could 
institute joint migration controls at the island's ports and airports, then allow people to move freely once they have 
entered the island.

Distributed ledger technology, often referred to as Blockchain, could be a useful tool for resolving the Irish border issue 
since it can track goods at any point along their journey from start to finish. The record of movement can be transparent 
and cannot be changed, and it could eventually include other operations as well, such as the execution of contracts. 
Serious discussions about utilizing Blockchain technology in Brexit negotiations would lay the groundwork for creative 
new approaches to the United Kingdom's trade relationship with the European Union.

Former Prime Minister David Cameron said in February 2017 that the technology that underpins digital currency 
bitcoin could be used to revolutionise governance and reduce global corruption.

  "The more I was Prime Minister, the longer I did the job, the more I could 
see that corruption and the failure of governments, the failure of rule of 
law, the presence of conflict in so many countries, was actually what was 
keeping them and their people trapped in poverty. I think there are so 
many opportunities that your technology has because it is digital, because 
it is decentralized, because it is transparent, because it is held away from 
governments. But I think you also have the opportunity, if we can get it 
right, to help these governments and these countries to be less corrupt, to 
have the rule of law, and to have something else that we have in this 
country which sits alongside the rule of law, which is not just a set of rules 
but a sense of trust in the institutions that we use.”

Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/stratfor/2018/02/28/could-Blockchain-solve-a-brexit-sticking-point/#2376c4485f92
http://uk.businessinsider.com/david-cameron-on-Blockchain-fintech-and-fighting-corruption-2017-2



Distributed Ledger Technology: beyond blockchain
2016

The report “Distributed Ledger Technology: beyond Blockchain”, which was prepared by the UK Government Chief 
Scientific Adviser in 2016, is focused on reviewing the industry and overall on introducing the technology to the reader. 
The report provides an analysis and evaluation of the current situation in the Blockchain industry explaining how 
important are joint efforts in this area, as well as working with other departments on seizing the opportunity and 
understanding how UK citizens and the economy can benefit from it. 

The Government Digital Service, which is a unit of the Government of the United Kingdom's Cabinet Office, is assigned 
with transforming the provision of government digital services. Therefore, through this report, the Government Digital
Service presents its recommendations to the Government:

● “To provide ministerial leadership to ensure that government provides the vision, leadership and the platform for 
distributed ledger technology within government. The Government Digital Service and the DCMS Digital Economy 
Unit should develop a high-level capability road map and a supporting outline plan based on the work of this 
report and very early stage activity already underway in departments. They should work closely with other 
government departments and with industry and academia and should consider setting up a time-limited expert 
advisory group in support”.

● “The UK research community should invest in the research required to ensure that distributed ledgers are 
scalable, secure and provide proof of correctness of their contents. They need to provide high-performance, low 
latency operations, appropriate to the domain within which the technology is being deployed. The private sector 
should consider investing in the Alan Turing Institute to support the pre-competitive research that will ultimately 
facilitate new commercial applications that are robust and secure. This includes work on obvious areas such as 
cryptography and cybersecurity but also extends to the development of new types of algorithm.”.

● “Government could support the creation of distributed ledger demonstrators for local government that will bring 
together all the elements necessary to test the technology and its application. Innovate UK could use its work with 
cities in the development of ‘city deals’ to implement the development of a city demonstrator”.
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Distributed Ledger Technology: beyond blockchain
2016

● “Government needs to consider how to put in place a regulatory framework for distributed ledger technology. 
Regulation will need to evolve in parallel with the development of new implementations and applications of the 
technology. As part of the consideration of regulation, government should also consider how regulatory goals 
could be achieved using technical code as well as legal code”.

● “Government needs to work with academia and industry to ensure that standards are set for the integrity, security 
and privacy of distributed ledgers and their contents. These standards need to be reflected in both regulatory and 
software code. As well, to ensure that the most effective and usable identification and authentication protocols 
are implemented for both individuals and organisations. This work needs to go hand in hand with the 
development and implementation of international standards”.

● “Government should establish trials of distributed ledgers in order to assess the technology’s usability within the 
public sector”. 

● “The necessity of the establishment of a cross-government community of interest, bringing together the analytical 
and policy communities, to generate and develop potential ‘use cases’ and create a body of knowledge and 
expertise within the civil service. There are important opportunities for government to stimulate the business 
sector by acting as a smart customer in procuring distributed ledger applications.”. 

These recommendations provide an opportunity for the government to ensure the effective use of Blockchain in 
meeting national needs and to ensure a top place on the international arena. There is a huge opportunity for the UK to 
develop and use distributed ledger technology for the benefit of citizens and the economy. This report highlights the 
necessity of “a close partnership between the public and private sector within the UK and between the UK and other 
nations”.
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Distributed Ledger Technology: beyond Blockchain
2016

The Government Office of Science established a senior group of experts from business, government and academia to 
assess the opportunities for distributed ledgers to be used within government and the private sector, and to determine 
what actions government and others need to take to facilitate the beneficial use of distributed ledger technology and to 
avoid possible harms. In summary, distributed ledger has the potential to redefine the relationship between government 
and the citizen in terms of data sharing, transparency and trust. The report comprises eight main recommendations of 
the experts and there are presented in the context of a summary of the key points from the seven chapters of evidence 
which cover vision, technology, governance, privacy and security, disruptive potential, applications and global 
perspective.

Chapter 1: Vision, includes a detailed analysis of shared ledger, smart contracts and provides us with a vision for the 
future, where government is the key actor.
Chapter 2: Technology, explains what is money and how payment systems are changing. As well, it examines if 
Blockchain is an opportunity or threat, outlining that distributed ledger technology could enable firms and governments 
to run more efficiently, without expensive reconciliation and duplication.
Chapter 3: Governance and Regulation, deals with rules and rulemaking in distributed ledger systems. It presents 
differences between legal code and technical code,  governance and regulation.
Chapter 4: Security and Privacy, draws attention to the fact that threats to the systems include not only attacks by 
external entities, but also actions by internal stakeholders and failure of components. The chapter also includes security 
and privacy challenges and recommendations.
Chapter 5: Disruptive Potential, investigates the role of innovation, technological revolutions and it presents the 
threats arising from distributed ledger technology
Chapter 6: Applications in Government, includes 5 cases and it highlights that distributed ledgers hold value for 
government, offering new ways of operating that reduce fraud, error and the costs of delivering services to underserved 
users. 
Chapter 7: Global Perspectives, presents 2 case studies and  treats subjects as: trust and interoperability, digital
economies, as well the potential of decentralised ledgers and Blockchains.

Source:https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/492972/gs-16-1-distributed-ledger-technolog
y.pdf
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Distributed Ledger Technologies for Public Good: leadership, 
collaboration and innovation

2017
The “Distributed Ledger Technologies for Public Good: leadership, collaboration and innovation” report was released in 
November 2017 by Lord Holmes of Richmond. This report is a call to action for all those with the interests of the UK at 
heart to join in a collaborative effort and the practical steps proposed so that the benefits of Blockchain can serve as a 
common good for UK businesses and citizens, public sector and Government alike.

The report treats subjects as: why distributed ledger technologies are a game changer, strengths and opportunities, 
weaknesses and threats, what does it mean for public service, how can government benefit from industry experience 
and how it can promote and realise these opportunities, and more.

The report presents three example global industry Blockchain initiatives where banks are contributing input and 
guidance, it also highlights lessons learnt that could potentially benefit government Blockchain initiatives.

● “The report highlighted ISDA's Common Domain Model, which will provide a standard representation of data, 
events and actions that occur during the life of a derivatives trade. The intention is to provide a common 
foundation for derivatives applications on new technologies, including distributed ledgers and smart contracts. It 
involves collaborative work with banks, market infrastructures, fintechs, and others.

● The re-platforming of the DTCC's Trade Information Warehouse (TIW) includes building a new distributed ledger 
solution for derivatives post‐trade processing based on existing TIW capabilities and interfaces with technology 
providers and market participants. This has seen DTCC collaborating with IBM providing program management, 
Axoni providing distributed ledger infrastructure and smart contracts applications, and R3 acting as solution 
advisor.

● The third example was the new CLS bilateral payment netting solution called CLSNet, built in partnership with IBM 
using the Hyperledger Fabric distributed ledger platform”.

Sources:http://chrisholmes.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Distributed-Ledger-Technologies-for-Public-Good_leadership-collaboration-and-innovation
.pdf
https://www.ibtimes.co.uk/uk-house-lords-Blockchain-report-highlights-isda-dtcc-cls-1649780
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Distributed Ledger Technologies for Public Good: leadership, 
collaboration and innovation

2017
The “Distributed Ledger Technologies for Public Good: leadership, collaboration and innovation” report seeks to refocus 
UK government attention on Blockchain's potential so that it can accelerate. 
The government has a crucial role to play, therefore through this report there are presented the following 
recommendations to the UK government:

● “Create cross‐departmental arrangements, with senior‐level sponsorship, to improve the quality and use of 
information in decision‐making and the delivery of public services through active, coordinated and sustained 
collaboration to leverage Blockchain.

● Establish and support working groups to address each area of significant opportunity identified in this report.
● Form a neutral organisation working across government to provide objective policy, architectural and technological 

expertise for information management and project management linking to government priorities in the Industrial 
and Digital strategies.

● Link collaboration within government with existing collaboration amongst industry partners, including the 
Whitechapel Think Tank and the BBFA, and with international allies.

● Raise executive awareness across government, including at middle‐management level, of opportunities to 
evaluate, test and pilot potentially relevant applications of Blockchain.

● Provide active government support for the UK Showcase in May 2018 as a means to demonstrate the maturity of 
UK’s digital capabilities, approaches and proposed services.

● Develop a strategy to raise citizens', consumers' and businesses' understanding of the nature of digital change, 
digital identity management and Blockchain's role in their digital future.

● Develop a strategy to build on that raised awareness through targeted training and education.
● Form a steering group/working group structure to ensure sustained collaboration, coordination, direction and 

momentum”.
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Source:http://chrisholmes.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Distributed-Ledger-Technologies-for-Public-Good_leadership-collaboration-and-innovation.
pdf



Case Studies of the UK projects related to GovTech 

1. Blockchain technology for Algorithmic Regulation And Compliance (BARAC)

2. ARCHANGEL - Trusted Archives of Digital Public Records

3. Smart Money: Precision Data Management for Distributed Ledger enabled Central Bank issued 

Digital Currencies

4. Trusted and Transparent Voting Systems

5. Household-Supplier Energy Market (HoSEM)

6. Distributed Ledgers and Decentralised Energy in sub-Saharan Africa

7. Co-operative Models for Evidence-based Healthcare Redistribution (CoMEHeRe)
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Case Study:
Blockchain technology for Algorithmic Regulation And Compliance 

(BARAC)
The BARAC investigates the feasibility of using Blockchain technology for automating regulation and compliance 
producing a proof-of-concept platform and facilitating knowledge transfer by means of a bottom-up cross-disciplinary 
approach developed together with industry and regulators. The principal investigator is Professor Tomaso Aste from 
UCL and the period of funding is from 23 May 2017 until 22 December 2019. The project aims to have an impact on 
several sectors:

● Academia. BARAC will open up new lines of interdisciplinary research (across computer science, economics, 
management science, complexity science, etc.) on fundamental aspects of distributed ledgers and regulatory 
principles. The main avenues for impacting academia are to publish research papers in international peer-reviewed 
journals, give talks at conferences, universities and other research institutions, organize workshops and 
conferences, visit and host academic researchers, and interact with an interdisciplinary set of researchers.

● Industry. Many major financial institutions are already seeking ways to incorporate distributed ledgers into their 
products, but understanding feasibility within compliance with current regulation is critical for their success.

● Regulators, UK government and society. The UK government has publicly expressed interest in distributed 
ledger technologies, and the findings of this research programme could directly impact any deployments, both in 
shorter and longer timescales. The main avenue for achieving this goal is via our user partners, visits and 
discussions with other government entities, and workshops held throughout the course of the project.

This project has the potential to radically change the way in which regulation and compliance are performed essentially 
reverting the present approach. Firms will no longer have the duty to report to regulators but instead regulators will 
access auditable data directly from the Blockchain. This will radically reduce the burden on firms increasing efficiency, 
transparency and eliminating the risk of unintentional breaching of compliance and regulation rules. The impact will not 
only be felt on the financial services sector but will also ripple across the entire services sector from healthcare to the 
food industry and education. It will also have impact upon business models and managerial practices.

Sources: http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/P031730/1
http://Blockchain.cs.ucl.ac.uk/barac-project/
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Case Study:
ARCHANGEL - Trusted Archives of Digital Public Records

The ARCHANGEL project, funded by The Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council and supported by the 
University of Surrey, the UK Open Data Institute and The National Archives, uses Blockchain technology to allow 
archives to register hashes of documents onto a permissioned Blockchain.

The project is an 18-month study into co-creating and evaluating a novel prototype Blockchain service with end-users to 
determine how archival practices, sustainable models and public attitudes could evolve in the presence of a trusted 
decentralised technology to prove content integrity and ensure open access to digital public archives. Through 
partnership with the Open Data Institute (ODI), ARCHANGEL will engage many organisations, both public sector and 
commercial, as well as cross industry sector groups, in the building of the ARCHANGEL infrastructure to increase 
efficiency and generate more value from data, whether open, shared or closed.

According to the blog post “Trustworthy technology: the future of digital archives” from the National Archives published 
on 5th June 2017, the ARCHANGEL project is considering using Blockchain tech to create immutable entries for digital 
records in the National Archives of the UK. ARCHANGEL is exploring how we can know that a digital record has been 
modified and whether the change was legitimate so that ultimately it can still be trusted as the authentic record. 
Specifically, the project is investigating how Blockchain might be used to achieve this.

Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology which is both tamper-resistant and decentralised. The ARCHANGEL 
project is creating a prototype using this technology which aims to enable archives to generate and register hashes of 
documents into a permissioned Blockchain. Where the record has been legitimately changed, hashes of the content, 
alongside hashes of the code used to make the change, can also be registered on the Blockchain. This would mean 
that whenever a digital record is modified, an audit trail is created and we are able to know exactly how a document has 
been edited. The goal, according to National Archives Digital Preservation Services Manager Alex Green, is that the 
Blockchain ledger would be used in archives both in the UK and worldwide “as a promise that no individual institution 
could attempt to rewrite history”.
Sources: https://cointelegraph.com/news/uk-national-archives-explores-Blockchain-to-ensure-authenticity-of-digital-records
http://Blockchain.surrey.ac.uk/projects/archangel.html
http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/P03151X/1
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.08342
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Case Study:
Smart Money: Precision Data Management for Distributed Ledger 

enabled Central Bank issued Digital Currencies
Smart Money: Precision Data Management for Distributed Ledger enabled Central Bank issued Digital 
Currencies investigates the data management, governance and social utility challenges concerned with how central 
banks, clearing banks and other stakeholders. 

The project’s principal investigator is Professor Panos Louvieris from Brunel University London and has partners 
including the University of London, the Bank of England, and the Office for National Statistics. The funding period is
from 1 September 2017 until 31 August 2019 with a grant of £606,000. 

Central to this research is a governance framework which uses smart contracts to manage and police access rights to 
payment transaction data sets held on the DL for all certified and warranted stakeholders. Access to the content on the 
DL will be facilitated through a public key system held by: individuals (allowing them to track or audit their own 
transactional activities); Government agencies (allowing them to explore gross levels of spending across different 
dimensions or categories, such as by citizen-spender segment or industry sector); and the Ministry of Justice 
(accessible only by smart judicial warrant for crime and security agencies or OGDs to access individual records).

Through this research will be conducted activities exploring how the financial architecture and models, information 
content and structure, and information presentation will impact on the value, use, interpretation, and application in 
forecasting of the financial and economic content available from the DL. Alongside, the team will offer: 

● insights and recommendations into the design of current and novel digital ledger infrastructures that are grounded 
in worked examples of use, 

● evaluate their likely potential impact and relevancies and identify to whom these issues should be of concern to, 
● work alongside central bankers and end-users as stakeholders to ensure that design solutions meet their needs.

Sources: http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/P032001/1
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Case Study:
Trusted and Transparent Voting Systems

Trusted and Transparent Voting Systems aims to explore applications of distributed ledger technologies (Blockchain) 
in domains involving voting and collective decision making. The project is led by Professor Steve Schneider from the 
University of Surrey with funding of £614,000. Its collaborators include King’s College London, Crowdcube Ltd, 
Electoral Reform Services, and Monax Industries.

Current election systems require trusted individuals or third party organisations to run the ballot, which places reliance 
on their honesty and also on their ability to secure the election against any form of malicious attack. Given the 
associated security issues around the management of electronic votes, it is natural to consider the use of Blockchain 
platforms to provide a trustworthy basis for such systems in recording and aggregating votes, since they can provide 
transparency and an agreed tamper-proof record of the election. The project will investigate how this can be achieved 
while maintaining the necessary levels of security, and in particular how this is impacted by the underlying design of any 
particular choice of distributed ledger technology. Hence the project will also investigate the potential impact on 
organisations and their governance and decision making processes through the variation of voting schemes.

In many private company applications, particular shareholdings have specific rights and privileges. At present, for 
privately-held companies, shareholdings and the rights associated to them are generally recorded in written contracts 
and the relevant information held only in spreadsheets. Blockchains could readily support voting in such contexts, with 
the specific rights accruing to particular shareholders being encoded in agreed smart contracts. A strand of this project 
will aim to explore the practicality of such ideas.

Although the project is not investigating political or statutory elections at this stage, a strand of the project will consider 
the longer term roadmap for the technology. As well as considering the longer term impact on organisations through 
new governance and decision making possibilities, this will include consideration of how Blockchain may play a part in 
emerging designs for electronic voting systems for political elections.

Sources: http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/P031811/1
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Case Study:
Household-Supplier Energy Market (HoSEM)

The current state of the UK energy market is likely to be disrupted by the increasing number of household-level energy 
generators undermining the dominance of the present major energy producers (MPPs). The HoSEM project studies the 
upcoming changes in this market to help businesses, regulators, and households gain an understanding of these 
changes, experiment with the potentially emerging structures of the new market, dispel uncertainty, and be ready to 
transition into and engage with this changing market. The principal investigator is Dr Ruzanna Chitchyan from the 
University of Leicester and it is funded from 1 October 2017 until 31 March 2019. 

HoSEM will deliver the following key impacts:

1. Sustainable economic viability to the lead commercial partner and broader energy sector. The HoSEM project will 
provide safe experimentation space helping EDF Energy and other current major energy market players reduce 
uncertainty and prepare for future-facing investment into the new kind of energy market.

2. Influence on energy market regulatory policy to take the possibility of mass-scale peer-to-peer (P2P) energy 
trading into consideration. The HoSEM project will work closely with regulatory experts and industrial 
representatives from the wider energy field to ensure that the P2P energy market remains safe and secure, and is 
acceptable to the intended participants, the government and the society at large. Thus, HoSEM will help regulators 
to anticipate and regulate for the new kind of emerging energy market.

3. Improved public awareness and adoption of the environmental benefits afforded by localised micro-generation and 
consumption of energy. Through such engagement, the project will both obtain research data, and also educate 
the household-level energy producers on P2P trading opportunities. Further information on the findings of this 
project will be disseminated through relevant social media channels (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, and newsgroups with 
energy, renewables, Blockchain, and climate change interest topics) as well as white papers.

4. Strong academic and knowledge transfer impact. Publications will be submitted to the major academic 
conferences and journals, and several panel discussions and workshops will be organised.

Sources: http://gtr.ukri.org/projects?ref=EP%2FP031838%2F1
http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/P031838/1
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Case Study:
Distributed Ledgers and Decentralised Energy in sub-Saharan 

Africa
In collaboration with GSMA’s Mobile for Development Utilities programme and ElectriCChain, the developers of the 
SolarCoin Blockchain, Distributed Ledgers and Decentralised Energy in sub-Saharan Africa will design and test a 
platform for peer-to-peer electricity exchanges in East Africa with the aim of accelerating access to off-grid solar energy 
distribution.

The project’s principal investigator is Dr Jamie Cross from the University of Edinburgh and has partners including 
Lancaster University, Newcastle University, ElectriCChain, and the GSM Association (GSMA). The funding period is 
from 1 February 2018 until 31 January 2020 with a grant of £485,000. 

The research project brings together a team of electrical and electronic engineers, human-computer interaction 
specialists, and social anthropologists to explore the potential for distributed ledger technologies to accelerate access to 
off grid solar energy in Sub-Saharan Africa by delinking current business models from existing mobile money payment 
infrastructures and third parties, creating new models for incentivising and rewarding the installation of off grid solar, and 
developing new peer-to-peer business models.

The GSMA has identified distributed ledger technologies as a key area of interest with the potential to transform existing 
business models for decentralised or off grid energy services in sub Saharan Africa and accelerate access to 
sustainable energy services. To this end GSMA's Mobile for Development Utilities division is currently seeking to better 
understand and evaluate the potential impact, applications, use cases, benefits and costs of distributed ledgers for 
energy service companies and customers, with the goal of leveraging its strategic partnership with the Department for 
International Development to resource future trials and to catalyse private sector investment.

Sources: http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/P031854/1
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Case Study:
Co-operative Models for Evidence-based Healthcare Redistribution 

(CoMEHeRe)
CoMEHeRe is funded by the RCUK Digital Economy Programme via the EPSRC. CoMEHeRe aims to transform 
personal healthcare for the benefit of individuals through the use and management of biometric information created by 
wearable devices. To do this it will combine data from an individual's wearables with Blockchain (Blockchains) and 
machine learning to securely store and access data to enable the individual to share and benefit from their generated 
information.

CoMEHeRe aspires to build and assess the feasibility of the first publicly available software demonstrator to interface 
with insurers and the general public, using distributed ledger technologies to allow for data to be curated, hosted, and 
used as tradeable value by the individual's' choice. To achieve this CoMEHeRe will address a number of research 
challenges by utilising a novel combination of technologies, including the Blockchain to store health evidence derived 
from multi-modal signals extracted from users' wearables and the Internet of Things sensors they interact with in the 
environment.

The project involves £420,045 funding and it will be run jointly between Surrey Business School and the Centre for Vision 
Speech and Signal Processing (CVSSP). The project’s period is of 18 month from 30 June 2017 to 30 June 2019 and it 
is led by Professor Alan Brown from the University of Surrey. To govern the work there will be an experienced Advisory 
Board bringing governance and guidance to ensure the project delivers meaningful results from which new research and 
practice can emerge. 

According University of Surrey’s website CoMEHeRe working in close collaboration with commercial partner BioBeats, it 
has already deployed a secure data collection infrastructure across >100 Surrey students during the January 2018 exam 
period. New deep learning AI techniques have been developed to analyse this data, and draw inferences between 
biosensor data and acute stress events (such as exams) with the ability to infer these with accuracies of over 70%. 
Furthermore, a follow-up UKPRP funding application is being prepared to extend CoMEHeRe to address the increases in 
prevalence of non-communicable diseases (NCDs), including diabetes, obesity, and cardiovascular disease.
Sources: http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/P03196X/1
http://Blockchain.surrey.ac.uk/projects/comehere.html
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The world’s first taskforce for crypto assets

Britain has announced in March 2018 a plan to establish a special ‘task force’ for crypto assets, in a statement from the 
office of the Treasury of the UK. Philip Hammond, the UK Finance Minister stated:

The initiative is part of a larger collective fintech sector strategy; one which will “help the UK to manage the risks around 
crypto assets, as well as harnessing the potential benefits of the underlying technology,” as per Hammond.

The task force was announced at the government’s second International Fintech Conference and is comprised of the 
Bank of England, the Financial Conduct Authority, and the Treasury itself. The statement also announced the 
government’s interest in creating a UK-Australia ‘fintech bridge’, which will aim to connect the countries’ respective 
markets and help UK firms expand internationally. 

Prime Minister Theresa May, speaking at the World Economic Forum in January, shared her concerns about potential 
criminal usage of cryptocurrencies. The governor of the Bank of England reiterated the same concern in early March 
2018, calling price volatility within the space “speculative mania”. He also said “Bitcoin has pretty much failed as a form 
of money.”

The Bank of England also announced plans to launch its own cryptocurrency in December 2017, to be launched by early 
2018. There has been no update on its progress since. The UK government has thus far avoided creating unnecessary 
fear or uncertainty in the market, and has always come up with straightforward statements, a virtue missing in most of
the countries’ governments – at least when it comes to cryptocurrencies.

Sources: https://thenextweb.com/hardfork/2018/03/22/britain-special-task-force-crypto-assets/
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“I am committed to helping the sector grow and flourish, and our ambitious sector 
strategy sets out how we will ensure the UK remains at the cutting edge of the digital 
revolution. As part of that, a new task force will help the UK to manage the risks around 
crypto assets, as well as harnessing the potential benefits of the underlying technology.”



Digital Currencies inquiry
The Treasury Committee launched on 22 February 2018 a new inquiry into digital currencies and distributed ledger 
technology. The inquiry will cover the role of digital currencies in the UK, including the opportunities and risks that digital 
currencies may bring to consumers, businesses, and the Government. It will examine the potential impact of distributed 
ledger technology, such as blockchain, on financial institutions, including the central bank, and financial infrastructure. It 
will also scrutinise the regulatory response to digital currencies from the Government, the Financial Conduct Authority, 
and the Bank of England, and how regulation could be balanced to provide adequate protection for consumers and 
businesses without stifling innovation.

At the launch of the inquiry Nicky Morgan MP, Chair of the Treasury Committee, said:

Alison McGovern MP, Member of the Treasury Committee, also added that:

Sources:https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/treasury-committee/news-parliament-2017/digital-currencies-1
7-19/
https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/treasury-committee/inquiries1/parliament-2017/digital-currencies-17-19/
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"People are becoming increasingly aware of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, but they may 
not be aware that they are currently unregulated in the UK, and that there is no protection for 
individual investors. The Treasury Committee will look at the potential risks that digital 
currencies could generate for consumers, businesses, and Governments, including those 
relating to volatility, money laundering, and cyber-crime. We will also examine the potential 
benefits of cryptocurrencies and the technology underpinning them, how they can create 
innovative opportunities, and to what extent they could disrupt the economy and replace 
traditional means of payment. Striking the right balance between regulating digital currencies 
to provide adequate protection for consumers and businesses, whilst not stifling innovation, is 
crucial. As part of the inquiry, we will explore how this can be achieved."

"This inquiry comes at the right time, as regulators and Governments wrestle with recent 
events in cryptocurrency markets. New technology offers the economy potential gains, but as 
recently demonstrated, it may also bring substantial risks. It is time that Whitehall and 
Westminster understood cryptocurrency better, and thought more clearly about the policy 
environment for blockchain technology."



Chapter III: 
All Party Parliamentary Group 

on Blockchain 



All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain 
Mission

The All-Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain (APPG Blockchain) was set up in January 2018, with the stated 
purpose to ensure that industry and society benefit from the full potential of blockchain and other distributed ledger 
technologies (DLT), making the UK a leader in Blockchain/DLT’s innovation and implementation.

According to the “All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain: Programme 2018-2019”, in 2018, the APPG on 
Blockchain will be mainly focused on becoming familiar with Blockchain as a new foundation technology with 
transformative implications for business and the public sector. Their approach in the first part of the year will be to invite 
industry stakeholders, entrepreneurs and thought leaders to express their experience, vision and view on particular 
Blockchain fields – thus offering a framework for the next phase of work continuing into 2019.

In 2019, the APPG on Blockchain will be concerned with building a roadmap to understand the practical steps for both 
scaling the upsides and addressing the downsides of Blockchain. The group will prioritise key use cases to explore and, 
through each Evidence Meeting, aims to generate pragmatic solutions (policy, regulation, industry practice and 
infrastructure development) with clearly defined steps for how success can be achieved.

The APPG on Blockchain group will gather evidence illustrating what Blockchain’s opportunities are for the economy, 
industry and society, and what its potential effects and challenges might be. The APPG on Blockchain will start with 6 
evidence meetings and 2 dinners on what Blockchain is and the vision of what the future with Blockchain should be. 
Then it will be followed by 9 evidence meetings and 2 dinners on sector challenges leading to a Roadmap on who to get 
there. Each meeting will invite 5 influential people from business, government organisations, regulation bodies, and 
academia. Their task will be to propose ways to address some of Blockchain’s complex issues, providing the group with 
suggested steps for how to get there and key stakeholders (organisations or people) to involve in the process. There
will also be one Reception and two Blockchain Dinners in Parliament each year.

Sources:http://www.appg-blockchain.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/2018_05_22-appg-blockchain-final-programme-2018-2019-final-last-version-1.pdf
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All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain
Officers

Sources: http://www.appg-blockchain.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/2018_05_22-appg-blockchain-final-programme-2018-2019-final-last-version-1.pdf
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All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain
Evidence Meetings in Parliament 
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Second Evidence Meeting 
on Supply Chain Optimisation



All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain
Evidence Meetings in Parliament 
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Third Evidence Meeting 
on Business Models and Competitiveness



All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain
In Press

Charles Brett from Enterprise Times wrote in January 2018 that: “The claim by Shapps and Moore that the APPG 
Blockchain is to help other parliamentarians understand blockchain seems strange. Other APPGs have been looking at 
blockchain since 2016, most notably the APPG on FinTech and the APPG on AI. Given the work already being done it is 
hard to see what the APPG Blockchain will add other than duplication of effort.”

Brett wrote that: “In normal times such an initiative might have become relevant 2-3 years ago. Parliament is, and should 
be, consumed by Brexit. Involvement in blockchain issues is hardly important when the UK’s fate is under consideration.”

On the blog of Seal Software, the CMO David Gingell announced that Seal Software supports the UK APPG Blockchain 
initiative writing that: “In this current era, blockchain, a  Distributed Ledger Technology, has the promise to 
disintermediate a whole plethora of established businesses, whether online or not. The UK Government wants to get 
ahead of this and ensure that Britain is seen as a pioneer in blockchain and associated functionality. To that end in 
January 2018 they established an All Party Parliamentary Group focused on blockchain. Seal Software believes that we 
must educate the regulators and the policymakers as to what opportunities like ahead utilizing these technologies, not 
just for private companies but also for society as a whole.”

Chris Skinner, an independent commentator on the financial markets through his blog, the Finanser.com, wrote the 
“MPs battle over blockchain” article stating that: “Mr Hughes is a refreshingly candid and straight-talking MP. He 
admitted to not having technological expertise, acknowledged that blockchain might be all just a lot of hype, and even 
said it was possible he hadn’t really understood it. It’s also interesting that Eddie Hughes is not part of the All-Party 
Parliamentary Group on Blockchain (APPG Blockchain), which was established by the Right Honourable Grant Schapps 
MP and Damien Moore MP in January 2018. But if he’s not that sure about it, it doesn’t seem like a great idea that he’s 
just written a 36-page paper on the subject and has written think-pieces to be published by the Telegraph and Huffington 
Post.”

Sources: https://www.enterprisetimes.co.uk/2018/01/30/new-uk-parliamentary-group-blockchain/
https://www.seal-software.com/blog/seal-software-supports-uk-appg-blockchain-initiative
https://thefinanser.com/2018/07/mps-battle-blockchain.html/
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Damien Moore is a British Conservative Party politician. He is the Member of 
Parliament for Southport and Councillor on Preston City Council where he served as 
deputy leader of the Conservative council group. He was elected in the 2017 general 
election. On 11 September 2017, Damien Moore was appointed to the Petitions 
Committee. The committee assists members of the public in raising issues directly. 
Since January 2018 he has also served on the Science and Technology Committee.

In a joint statement on behalf of Grant Shapps MP and Damien Moore MP on the 
Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on 
Blockchain (APPG Blockchain) stated:

All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain

“The APPG Blockchain will ensure that parliamentarians are fully informed of the opportunities that blockchain 
and other distributed ledger technologies (DLT) will bring to industry and society and will promote the UK as a 
leader in Blockchain/DLT’s innovation and implementation. The APPG Blockchain will bring evidence, use cases 
and future policy scenarios, while considering industry and societal implications as well as environmental 
opportunities.”

Damien Moore has a strong interest in the role that DLTs will have in shaping the future. In June 2018 Madano’s Energy 
Practice hosted a panel event exploring the opportunities around blockchain, including the technology’s potential 
benefits and limitations for the energy sector. One of the speakers of the panel was Damien Moore. As well Moore was 
the speaker at BAIConf, the meetup for those interested in investments in the cryptocurrency and blockchain spaces, 
which took place in London on 18 and 19 June 2018.

Sources: http://www.appg-blockchain.org/team/damien-moore-mp/
https://medium.com/@britblockchain/the-british-blockchain-association-influencing-policy-and-exploring-the-potential-of-blockchain-c0aa7437dd3
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Grant Shapps is Co-Chairman of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain 
(APPG Blockchain). In December 2005, he was appointed as a Vice Chairman of the 
Conservative Party, with responsibility for campaigning. In July 2007 Grant was 
promoted to Shadow Housing Minister attending Shadow Cabinet. After the May 2010 
election Grant Shapps became Minister of State for Housing & Local Government in 
the Coalition Government. In June 2010 was made a Privy Counsellor by the Queen, 
meaning that he may use the title The Right Honourable before his name. In 
September 2012 Grant was appointed as Chairman of the Conservative Party and 
Minister without Portfolio in the Cabinet. In May 2015 Grant was appointed Minister of 
State for International Development, shortly thereafter he was also appointed as 
Minister of State at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, becoming the first person 
to be Minister of State in both departments posts simultaneously.

All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain

Since leaving ministerial office, Grant has built and chaired the British Infrastructure Group of MPs (BIG) which brings 
together cross-party Members of Parliament dedicated to promoting better infrastructure across the United Kingdom. 
Grant is also Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on General Aviation, now one of the largest APPGs in the 
current parliament. Speaking at the Blockchain Alternative Investment Conference Grant Shapps MP said he had set up 
an All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) because there had been little engagement by the UK Government or MPs with 
the subject.

In June 2018 Grant Shapp was at the blockchain conference, BAIConf in London giving a speech “Building a Blockchain 
Britain”. Grant Shapps also spoke at Blockchain Live 2018. Blockchain Live is the UK's leading event in blockchain 
technology and aims to connect innovators, influencers and investors to aid the adoption and drive growth in the 
marketplace and take Blockchain to the mainstream.

Sources: http://www.appg-blockchain.org/team/the-rt-hon-grant-shapps-mp/
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All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain
Evidence Meetings

During the first year the focus will be on general familiarity with the blockchain technologies, concepts and the economics 
as well as setting a vision for the future of blockchain. This phase will explore the cross-cutting issues and blockchain 
applicability across all sectors. While the focus is on a specific theme, the discussion will focus on how it applies to 
different sectors. 

The second year will focus on ‘how we get there’. This includes the development of a Roadmap for the implementation of 
blockchain technologies in key industries. This means developing pragmatic solutions within the framework that includes: 
policy, regulation, industry practice and infrastructure development, with clearly defined steps for how the vision can be 
achieved. All evidence meetings on industrial sectors affected by blockchain needs to consider this framework. 

Some solutions will apply generally across all sectors and some will be context specific. Additionally, in addition to 
industry, each evidence meeting will consider implications on people, society and environment affected by these 
changes and opportunities for addressing those Blockchain- and DTL-specific aspects.

Sources: http://www.appg-blockchain.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/2018_05_22-appg-blockchain-final-programme-2018-2019-final-last-version-1.pdf 
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Blockchain Topic Questions for Evidence Evidence Date

Extraordinary General Meeting
What are the objectives for the APPG Blockchain?

30 January 2018

Evidence Meeting 1: 
DEFINITIONS 

What is blockchain as a technology and as a business tool? 
What are the different constituent technologies and 
technological processes of Blockchain? Which types of 
Blockchain are appropriate for what? What Blockchain 
typologies do we envisage?

6 March 2018

Evidence Meeting 2: SUPPLY 
CHAIN OPTIMISATION

How does blockchain impact industries and supply chain 
management in the public and private sector? What is the 
development of blockchain database usage in industrial 
sectors?

15 May 2018 

Evidence Meeting 3: 
BUSINESS MODELS AND 
COMPETITIVENESS

What are the blockchain business models and what are the 
new sources of corporate competitiveness in using blockchain 
technology? (Network effects, transaction cost efficiency, 
information control, increased speed, other?) What are the 
trade related aspects of blockchain that competition policy 
need to consider?

26 June 2018 



All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain
Evidence Meetings in Parliament 
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Blockchain Topic Questions for Evidence Evidence Date

Evidence Meeting 4: IMPACT 
OF FRAUD

Is blockchain a way to end Cyber Fraud or does it facilitate it? 
What degree of transparency is needed to create trust? What 
are the regulatory issue we need to consider?

4 September 2018

Evidence Meeting 5: IMPACT 
ON PEOPLE

Blockchain will change our economy, but will it also change 
our lives and the world? What is the impact of blockchain on 
people and society? Does it change how we live our daily 
lives? Is blockchain only about business and intermedia? Can 
blockchain blur public and industry divide and ensure 
peer-to-peer relations with no intermediaries, minimising 
costs, ensuring trust, and bringing a sense of ownership? 
What is a digital print of the society and what does it mean for 
the new generations?

16 October 2018

Evidence Meeting 6: SMART 
AND INTELLIGENT 
CONTRACTS

What is the future of contracts transactions? (Intelligent and 
smart contracts). What does it mean for financial, legal and 
commercial stakeholders? (people, shops, investors, banks, 
legal practice, insurance, others) How might blockchain 
revolutionise the legal industry, contract writing, other sectors 
using contracts and how IP is transacted?

20 November 2018



All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain
Evidence Meetings in Parliament 
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Blockchain Topic Questions for Evidence Evidence Date

Evidence Meeting 7: FINANCE 
AND CRYPTOCURRENCIES/
INSURANCE

Cryptocurrencies -What is the future of money, payment 
systems and financial transactions? (Bitcoin, other 
cryptocurrencies, ICO). What does it mean for financial 
stakeholders? (people, shops, investors, banks)
Insurance - How can Blockchain disrupt the foundation of 
insurance through peer to peer schemes? Can it allow risk to 
be shared without an intermediary? Can Blockchain disrupt 
the business of claims handling by allowing incidents to be 
recorded across distributed databases? Will it reduce the 
opportunity for fraud?

22 January 2019

Evidence Meeting 8: 
LOGISTICS AND TRANSPORT 

NATIONAL SECURITY AND 
DEFENCE

Logistics and Transport - Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies’ 
mining is very energy intensive. Is the environmental cost of 
the digital currency becoming too high? 
National Security and Defence - Will digital identity create 
transparency that will minimise crime? What does it mean for 
anonymity and freedom? Is cybersecurity aided by 
blockchain?

12 March 2019
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Blockchain Topic Questions for Evidence Evidence Date

Evidence Meeting 9: PUBLIC 
SECTOR AND PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION 

THE NEXT GENERATION 
SERVICES (Professional 
services, consulting legal)

Public sector and Public Administration - How can 
blockchain/DTL technology ease a burden of bureaucracy? 
Can it help fight corruption? What does it mean for control of 
public life? Blockchain technology was to ensure peer-to-peer 
transactions with no central entity, such as government or 
bank controlling the data. Does this mean less relevance of 
the public central agencies? How do we re-define a notion of 
public safety under such system? 

The Next Generation Services - With a rise of Gig Economy, 
can Blockchain provide a global live database of available 
workforce on demand? What is the economic environment we 
need for blockchain-enabled businesses to operate in (Share 
Economy)? What does the future of work and jobs look like? 

14 May 2019

Evidence Meeting 10: 
EDUCATION AND RESEARCH 

CHARITIES AND NGOs

Education and Research - How can blockchain develop 
global networks for learning? 
Charities and NGOs - How might Blockchain/DLT increase 
public trust and confidence in charities, promote legal 
compliance and improve management of the administration of 
charities. How might blockchain improve confidence in 
effective use of charitable resources and the actual impact 
achieved. How might blockchain help charities comply with 
regulations. How might Blockchain/DLT and the Internet of 
value support a more equitable distribution of wealth.

25 June 2019
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Blockchain Topic Questions for Evidence Evidence Date

Evidence Meeting 11: 
AGRICULTURE AND FOOD 

MANUFACTURING 
(Manufacturing, FMCG, 
construction and pharma)

Agriculture and Food - The disconnect between the supplier 
and end-consumer is probably the widest across industries. 
Can blockchain capabilities improve sourcing information, 
produce treatability and fair payments? 

Manufacturing - Can blockchain possibilities drive the 
Internet of Things (IoT) in manufacturing? Would it ease the 
technical complexity of connecting, securing and overseeing a 
large number of devices? Can we move away from central 
cloud server to authenticate individual devices?

10 September 
2019

Evidence Meeting 12: HEALTH 
CARE 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT

Healthcare - How Can Blockchain Be Applied to Health Care? 
A new model for information exchange, data access and 
diagnostics’ safety? Can drug traceability be improved? Will 
transactions between manufacturers, wholesalers, doctors 
and patients be verified to tackle counterfeit drugs? 

Energy and Environment - Bitcoin and other 
cryptocurrencies’ mining is very energy intensive. Is the 
environmental cost of the digital currency becoming too high?

14 May 2019



Big Innovation Center
APPG Blockchain Secretariat

Big Innovation Centre is an Open Innovation Consultancy providing thought leadership for large companies and public 
bodies to address shared economic challenges and raise their innovative capabilities. Big Innovation Centre is also 
currently the Secretariat for The All Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain, as well as the All Party Parliamentary 
Groups on Artificial Intelligence (APPG AI) and on the Fourth Industrial Revolution (APPG 4IR).

APPG Blockchain was launched in early 2018, with the stated purpose:
To ensure that industry and society benefit from the full potential of blockchain and other distributed ledger technologies 
(DLT) making the UK a leader in Blockchain/DLT’s innovation and implementation.

In 2018, the APPG on Blockchain will be mainly focused on becoming familiar with Blockchain as a new foundation 
technology with transformative implications for business and the public sector. The approach in the first part of the year 
will be to invite industry stakeholders, entrepreneurs and thought leaders to express their experience, vision and view on 
particular Blockchain fields – thus offering a framework for the next phase of work continuing into 2019.

Sources: https://blockchainlive.com/partners/test-partner-2/
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Big Innovation Center
APPG Blockchain Secretariat

Values:
BIG - Relentlessly ambitious
INNOVATION - Experts in the enterprise potential of 21st century technology
CENTRE - Centre of excellence

Activities:

1. Big Innovation Centre is the only organization fostering high level collaboration between leading businesses, world 
class universities and governments aimed at unlocking their innovative capability. We test and realize our 
commercial and public purpose ideas in a non-competitive and neutral environment. We act as catalysts in 
co-shaping our innovation and business model strategies so that they are both practical and intellectually 
grounded.

2. We democratize access to knowledge, ideas and creativity globally by building the world's most user-friendly 
marketplace for large firms, growth companies, entrepreneurs and individual creators trading patents, copyright, 
design, knowhow, creativity and collaborative research projects.

3. We promote enterprise growth through enhancing the flow of finance to innovative growth companies. Here we 
crowd in the financial ecosystem to deliver combined solutions to the business scale-up crisis. IP badged products 
and services are at the heart.

4. We run a campaign on why companies must declare their purpose, unlock their intangibles, and become better 
open innovators. Here we provide audit-solutions for businesses and regions to monitor their innovative capability.

5. We create awareness of what business models it takes to succeed, and influence politics and public opinion by 
bringing innovation into the mainstream media and the public eye.

Sources: http://www.biginnovationcentre.com/vision
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Key Persons about Blockchain 
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Think Tanks & Hubs

“Blockchain will spark a next-generation business model and impact people and 
society. Britain must become the global hub, leading this technological revolution 
across industries. Our world-class business and financial services must retain their 
pioneering position. We were joined by some of the real standard-bearers on this 
technology, and what was quite clear was their positive outlook for the potential the 
UK has to lead the way in Blockchain. We have the talent, the skills, the 
infrastructure, and we have the rule of law culture to deliver responsible innovative 
technologies that can change the world.”

Birgitte Andersen, the CEO of Big Innovation Centre, a consultancy and think-tank that convenes the APPG spoke 
about the United Kingdom’s perspectives stating:

Sources: http://www.appg-Blockchain.org/Blockchain-can-keep-britain-competitive-after-brexit/
https://unitimes.media/news/3670/

The British Blockchain Association (BBA) is the first UK organisation to encourage and facilitate the adoption of 
Blockchain technology across public, private and third sectors. BBA’s goal is to highlight the commercial applications of 
Blockchain and demonstrate the benefits that it will have for UK businesses, government and wider society. 
The co-founder Dr. Naseem Naqvi said:

“The BBA has high aspirations — we already have a growing network of partners and 
members from across the world and our goal is to work together to influence and 
connect policymakers, academics, businesses, entrepreneurs, investors and venture 
capitalists with the overall goal of increasing the awareness, understanding and 
adoption of Blockchain technology in the UK.”
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Blockchain industry in UK: perspectives and opinions

   

“Distributed ledger technologies have the potential to help governments to collect taxes, deliver benefits, issue 
passports, record land registries, assure the supply chain of goods and generally ensure the integrity of 
government records and services.”

“As the Blockchain is distributed, append-only, and near real-time, even the most ardent conspiracy theorists 
could verify for themselves that the evidence has not been tampered with - there could be no possibility of 
records being falsified after the fact without detection,” he said. “Of course, this is only a “thought experiment” at 
this stage, and there are many hurdles to overcome for a real-world implementation. But the possibilities of 
revolutionary technology to transform not just government, but society as a whole, are genuinely exciting.”

Sources: https://btcmanager.com/distributed-ledger-tech-and-the-uk-public-sector/
https://mojdigital.blog.gov.uk/2017/11/02/increasing-trust-in-criminal-evidence-with-Blockchains/

The UK has shown its support to fostering growth in the Blockchain industry through favourable 
legislation and funding research focused towards understanding and exploiting opportunities 
presented by digital currencies and distributed ledger technology.

In the report Distributed Ledger Technology: Beyond Blockchain (2016), Sir Mark Walport, the 
government’s chief scientist, expressed confidence in the ability of the technology to improve service 
delivery:

The Police Foundation has revealed that Blockchain used together with other digital technologies 
could solve many challenges faced by the justice system. Since the Blockchain automatically 
updates its entire ledger for everyone when changes are made, fewer people are required to keep 
records thus decreasing costs. The Blockchain’s inherent immutability also makes it ideally suited to 
combat any fraud or corruption in the sector as well as ensuring data privacy. 

Alistair Davidson, a technical architecture lead at the Ministry of Justice, stated in the blog post 
“Increasing trust in criminal evidence with Blockchains” (November 2017) that the Blockchain 
system would enable to unambiguously and cryptographically verify the data, ensuring that the data 
to be shown in court is exactly identical to the one recorded at that time, and has not been tampered 
with.
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Government representatives viewpoint
The British Conservative Member of Parliament, Matt Hancock, stated during his speech at the London Blockchain

The UK Treasury Select Committee announced on 21st February 2018 that is launching an inquiry into cryptocurrencies 
like bitcoin, and its underlying technology Blockchain. Nicky Morgan, chair of the Treasury Committee, said:

“While FinTech may have taken an early lead on Blockchain, there is no reason the 
technology should be restricted to one sphere. And although it gets a lot of the headlines, 
there is much more to Blockchain than simply bitcoin and crypto assets. There is no need 
for cash, credit cards or paper; the transactions are instead recorded on the Blockchain. And 
Blockchain-based crypto assets are now being developed to reward solar electricity 
generation, to support the provision of clean water, and to provide innovative models of 
charitable giving. The Government has already invested around 10 million pounds through 
Innovate UK and our research councils, to support Blockchain projects in areas as diverse 
as energy, voting systems and maximising value from items donated to charity.”

Sources: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/matt-hancock-speaking-at-the-london-Blockchain-conference
https://www.standard.co.uk/tech/uk-mps-inquiry-bitcoin-Blockchain-regulation-a3772846.html

Conference on 19th April 2018 that Blockchain technology will transform the financial sector, 
government services, laws and regulation:

“People are becoming increasingly aware of cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin, but they may 
not be aware that they are currently unregulated in the UK, and there is no protection for 
individual investors.” She told the Standard: “You don’t want people who can’t afford to get 
their fingers badly burnt to run into problems.”
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Academia
A group of University of Oxford academics have launched the world’s first “Blockchain 
university”, an Oxbridge-style institution that they describe as “Uber for students, Airbnb for 
academics”. Woolf University will not have a physical campus and will instead be based around 
an app that allows academics to advertise their expertise to prospective students, who can in 
turn select modules to suit their needs and interests. Blockchain will be used to regulate 
contracts and payments and also to record academic achievement. Joshua Broggi, Woolf’s 
director and a junior research fellow at Wolfson College, Oxford, said:

“The advantage of working with Blockchain is that we can automate a range of 
administrative procedures and reduce overhead costs. A second advantage is that you 
can have a decentralised, autonomous organisation in which people have security with 
respect to their contracts. Our ultimate aim is for this to be a driver of job opportunities 
and security for academics, as well as a low-cost alternative for students.”

Sources: https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/oxford-academics-launch-worlds-first-Blockchain-university
http://uk.businessinsider.com/iohk-sponsors-Blockchain-research-lab-at-the-university-of-edinburgh-tokyo-tech-2017-2

The University of Edinburgh is launching a Blockchain research lab with one of the cofounders 
of Ethereum, Charles Hoskinson. The lab will focus on topics such as cryptography, smart 
contracts, and how to upgrade cryptocurrency systems. They will have up to 15 people working 
on the issues, with IOHK providing staff on the ground at each facility to help with research. The 
Edinburgh lab will be led by Professor Aggelos Kiayias, Chair in Cyber Security and Privacy at 
the University of Edinburgh and Chief Scientist at IOHK. Professor Kiayias said:

"Distributed ledgers is an upcoming disruptive technology that can scale information 
services to a global level. The academic and industry connection forged by this 
collaboration puts the Blockchain Technology Lab at Edinburgh at the forefront of 
innovation in Blockchain systems."
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Academia
Proponents believe Blockchain has potential in almost any context where information needs to be agreed and shared, 
for instance insurance, trade deals, public health systems, foreign policy, international aid, taxation, loans. Dr 
Catherine Mulligan, research fellow at the Centre for Cryptocurrency Research and Engineering at Imperial College 
London shared her opinion on the topic: 

Sources: https://www.theglobaltreasurer.com/2016/07/07/the-ever-growing-realm-of-Blockchain/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/Blockchain-wont-save-the-world-but-might-make-it-a-better-place/

“Individuals have attempted to commit fraud via Blockchain, but every single transaction 
can be viewed on the network as it happens in real time. So if I wanted to carry out a 
malicious transaction, I would need to convince all the other nodes within the network, 
which would be a daunting challenge.”

Vili Lehdonvirta, associate professor and senior research fellow at the Oxford Internet Institute stated that:

“Blockchain has huge potential in a wide range of industries. We advise companies that 
they should assess it – without necessarily recommending that they use it. Blockchain 
technology is a disruptive platform designed to facilitate the exchange of value.”

Regarding fraudulent transactions, Catherine mentioned:

“Part of the confusion around Blockchain is that when people talk about it they don't 
necessarily mean Blockchain technology, they mean 'let's do things differently'. In 
practice there isn't any simple technological silver bullet; you can't just install Blockchain 
and you're all set, and we have this digital Nirvana which is all egalitarian and there are 
no gatekeepers. No, that's not how it works. It's more distributed that some other 
software systems, but it still has politics, it still has gatekeepers, it has power 
relationships, it has interests. There isn't a technological solution to the problem of 
politics; you still have to somehow decide who's in charge and who makes the rules."
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Business

"Setting up a computer rig to mine cryptocurrency is challenging, inefficient and 
expensive. I knew that we had to change the game and democratise the process 
so that crypto-mining could become a mainstream consumer activity."

Sources: http://uk.businessinsider.com/crypto-mining-company-argo-Blockchain-plans-london-stock-exchange-listing-2018-6
https://news.bitcoin.com/half-large-british-businesses-hold-stockpiles-cryptocurrency/

Argo Blockchain, a new company that lets people mine cryptocurrencies through a subscription 
service hopes to raise £20 million in the listing and expects to be valued at around £40 million. 
Argo says it will be the first crypto-mining company to join London's stock market. Argo cofounder 
Mike Edwards explained why mining as a service is the best alternative: 

A new research commissioned by software developer Citrix has found that 50% of large British 
businesses have stockpiles of cryptocurrency. The study surveyed 750 IT decision makers within 
large UK businesses of 250 employees or more. It found that those businesses hold an average of 
24 bitcoins each. Out of those companies, just 7% are investing in bitcoin alone and 93% in a more 
diverse portfolio of cryptocurrencies. 54% have bought litecoin, 43% ethereum, 33% Ripple’s XRP, 
and 29% dash. According to the study, 35% are concerned cryptocurrency prices might crash, and 
34% admit that fluctuating prices are discouraging them from stockpiling more. Another 18% are 
concerned that their business will not be able to cash the cryptocurrency in when required. Citrix’s 
Chief Security Architect, Chris Mayers commented:

“We know that very often, people are the weakest link in the security chain, and 
18% of responding businesses say they worry that their hoard of digital currency 
might put them at risk of insider theft.”
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Think Tanks & Hubs
The UCL Centre for Blockchain Technologies (CBT) is committed to becoming the leading global research hub with an 
industry focus on the impact of Blockchain technologies on socio-technical systems and the promotion of a safe and 
organic development and adoption of Blockchain-based platforms. Paolo Tasca, the founder and Executive Director of  
UCL-CBT and the advisor on Blockchain technologies for different international organisations including the EU 
Parliament and the United Nations, stated:

“While 2015 and 2016 have been the years in which we have seen the early phases of 
Blockchain understanding and investments, 2017 has been the year in which the topic has 
received interest from a wider audience, gaining enough traction to see every major 
corporation and even small businesses talking about it. With this traction we have also 
seen increased research and investments in the field, with every major bank now joining 
Blockchain consortia or developing Blockchain solutions in house”. 

Sources:  https://journal.binarydistrict.com/paolo-tasca-the-biggest-hurdle-is-the-uncertain-regulatory-status-around-Blockchains/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/Blockchain-wont-save-the-world-but-might-make-it-a-better-place/

Eleonora Harwich, head of digital and technological innovation at UK think tank Reform sees Blockchain as having a 
much greater impact in countries where there is low trust in institutions, or where corruption is an endemic issue in the 
public sector. That is beneficial for identifying crooked officials, but less useful if you already have efficient and 
trustworthy authorities. So Blockchain usage in government, at least in the UK, is more about efficiency gains than 
completely overhauling the way we think of public services.

"In its theoretical core, Blockchain does have the intention to bring down power structures 
for sure. But I don't think that's the kind of applications we are talking about in the public 
sector. When you talk about patient-centric care or citizen-centric services, it calls for a 
restructure of the data infrastructure in which we operate. The whole Blockchain world is 
forcing us to ask questions a bit differently."
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Chapter V: 
Blockchain

Media and Conferences 



Main trends of the conferences 
2017-2018

This chapter profiles blockchain conferences on the topics of FinTech, Healthcare, Governance and Cryptocurrencies.

Given the rapid pace of development in the blockchain industry, we chose to focus on UK-based conferences that were 
or will be held in 2017 and 2018, and to see what insights with regards to overarching trends in the blockchain industry 
can be gleaned from such conferences.

One major trend that stands out is that FinTech appears to be a dominant topic in the UK, which is reasonable given the 
historical repute that the UK has earned for its financial industry.

Another such trend common among these conferences is the legal implications of blockchain adoption (e.g. eight 
conferences on this topic alone were held between January 2017 and July 2018.

The past two years also saw conferences focused on specific industries and the ways in which blockchain can impact 
them, including security, healthcare and energy.

BAI (Blockchain Alternative Investment) Conference, held in June of 2018, was the most notable conference in the UK 
that effectively highlighted the transformation of blockchain as a technology industry toward a financial industry backed 
by blockchain technology, and gathered together the most prominent investment funds and large financial institutions, 
the majority of which were from the USA and UK, as well as some from Asia. The topic of the conference was “Crypto 
Economy and New Asset Class”, meaning digital crypto assets recognized by prominent financial institutions as an 
entirely new kind of asset having novel properties not applicable to traditional assets like securities and commodities, 
including enhanced liquidity and independence of geography.
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List of the Blockchain conferences 
August 2018-2019

Conference: Date: Website:

1. BLOCKERCON 2019
2. Blockchain Live
3. World Blockchain Forum; 

Investments & ICO's
4. CORDACON LONDON 2018
5. Digitalising Trade, Commodity and 

Supply Chain Finance Conference
6. CryptoBlockCon 2018
7. Technology & Innovation Risk 

2018
8. Capital Markets Innovation 

Summit
9. Gartner Security & Risk 

Management Summit 2018
10. The London Family Office & High 

Net Worth Blockchain Conference
11. Supply Chain Finance Forum
12. The London CryptoCurrency Show
13. Crypto Investor Show 2018
14. PayExpo Europe 2018
15. Healthcare Unblocked 2018
16. Blockchain Technology in 

Healthcare Global Congress 2018
17. Finance Magnates London 

Summit
18. LendIt Fintech Europe 2018
19. Payments International
20. Open Banking Expo
21. Blackhat Europe 2018
22. Digital Integration in Wealth 

Management 2019
23. Crypto Investor Show 2019
24. Blockchain Expo London 2019
25. DevChain Conference

1. 4-6 June 2019
2. 26 September 2018
3. 3-5 September 2018
4. 12-13 September 

2018
5. 12-14 September 

2018
6. 24-25 September 

2018
7. 25-26 September 

2018
8. 26-27 September 

2018
9. 10-11  September 

2018
10. 4 October 2018
11. 17  October 2018
12. 20 October 2018
13. 9-10 November 2018
14. 9-10 October 2018
15. 10 November 2018
16. 12-13 November 2018
17. 13-14 November 2018
18. 19-20 November 2018
19. 26 - 28 November 

2018
20. 27 November 2018
21. 3-6 December 2018
22. 20 – 21 February 2019
23. 1-2 March 2019
24. 25-26 April 2019
25. 28 September 2019

1. https://www.blockercon.com/?utm_medium=hackernoon%2BArticle&utm_source=
Jigar%2B-%2BTop%2BBlockchain%2BEvents%2Band%2BConferences%2BList

2. https://blockchainlive.com/?utm_source=Jigar%20-%20Top%20Blockchain%20Ev
ents%20and%20Conferences%20List&utm_medium=hackernoon%20Article

3. https://london.keynote.ae/
4. http://www.cvent.com/events/r3-cordacon-london-2018/event-summary-47673fced

33d4dea88644bae418ca020.aspx
5. http://www.marcusevans-conferences-paneuropean.com/marcusevans-conference

s-event-details.asp?EventID=24533&SectorID=2&utm_source=media%20partner&
utm_medium=BNC%20-%20event%20listing&utm_campaign=CM425%20-%20BN
C#.WzEVl9IzbIX

6. http://www.cryptoblockcon.com/events/
7. https://www.cefpro.com/forthcoming-events/technology-and-innovation-risk/
8. https://capitalmarkets.wbresearch.com/
9. https://www.gartner.com/en/conferences/emea/security-risk-management-uk

10. http://london-blockchain.co.uk/
11. https://bcrpub.com/events/supply-chain-finance-forum
12. https://www.londoncryptocurrencyshow.com/
13. https://www.cryptoinvestor.show/
14. https://www.payexpo.com/welcome
15. https://unblockedevents.com/events/healthcare-unblocked-2018/
16. http://www.paradigmglobalevents.com/events/blockchain-technology-healthcare-gl

obal-congress-2018/
17. https://www.fmlondonsummit2018.com/
18. http://www.lendit.com/europe/2018
19. https://finance.knect365.com/payments-international/
20. https://www.openbankingexpo.com/
21. http://www.blackhat.com/eu-18/
22. http://www.arena-international.com/wealthmanagement
23. https://www.cryptoinvestor.show/
24. https://blockchain-expo.com/global/
25. http://2018.devchain.io/#
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List of the Blockchain conferences 
2017 - July 2018

Conference: Date: Website:

1. London Blockchain & Energy Summit 
2017

2. London Blockchain Week
3. Finance Disrupted
4. Blockchain: Rewiring Governance 

Conference
5. Gibraltar International FinTech Forum
6. KYC & AML SUMMIT EUROPE
7. Finovate Europe
8. TechNOVA: Blockchain Summit 2018
9. Fintech World Euro Summit London

10. CoinFest
11. Blockchain Expo Global 2018
12. AI, Blockchain & Crypto Currencies: 

Opportunities and Implications for the 
Hedge Fund Industry

13. Global Blockchain Technology Summit
14. Blockchain, IoT & Machine Learning in 

Oil & Gas
15. Blockchain Innovation Showcase
16. Cryptocurrency Fund Forum
17. Blockchain International Show London
18. BLOCKERCON 2018
19. CryptoCompare & MJAC London 

Blockchain Summit
20. DMFX Financials Mini conference
21. Blockchain 

Alternative Investment 
Conference

22. Blockchain Summit London
23. Creatives: Unblocked
24. Crypto Economy ICO 2018
25. London Fintech Week

1. 6 November 2017
2. 19–26 January 

2018
3. 25 January 2017
4. 24 February  2018
5. 27  February - 1 

March 2018
6. 7 March 2018
7. 6-9 March 2018
8. 22 March 2018
9. 4 April 2018

10. 5-7 April 2018
11. 18 - 19 April 2018
12. 19 April 2018
13. 17-18 May 2018
14. 22-23 May  2018
15. 23 May 2018
16. 6 June 2018
17. 6-7 June 2018
18. 7 June 2018
19. 13 June 2018
20. 15 June 2018
21. 18-19 June 2018
22. 26-27 June 2018
23. 29 June 2018
24. 6 July 2018
25. 6-13 July 2018

1. https://www.eblockchain.co.uk/
2. https://www.blockchainweek.com/
3. https://events.economist.com/events-conferences/emea/finance-disrupted/2017
4. http://www.blockchaincambridge.com/
5. https://gibfin.com/agenda
6. http://finance-edge.com/kycamleu/
7. https://finance.knect365.com/finovateeurope/
8. https://new.marketforce.eu.com/technova/events/blockchain-summit/#agenda
9. https://events.bzntm.com/2018-04-04/fintech-world-euro-summit

10. http://coinfestuk.org/CF2018/#1516570059178-ed62c58a-2846
11. https://whatupintown.com/x/blockchain-expo-global-2018/
12. https://hfa.member365.com/public/event/details/edaeb474661d7ffa560d2c511530

9fa766e5e9bf
13. https://10times.com/blockchain-technology-london
14. https://www.iotinoilandgas-europe18.com/
15. https://www.challenge.org/invest-in-blockchain/
16. https://finance.knect365.com/cryptocurrency-fund-forum/
17. https://bisshow.com/
18. https://www.blockercon.com/speakers?utm_medium=hackernoon%2BArticle&utm

_source=Jigar%2B-%2BTop%2BBlockchain%2BEvents%2Band%2BConferences
%2BList

19. https://mjac.io/
20. https://dmfx-financials.com/
21. https://baiconf.com/
22. http://www.blockchainsummitlondon.com/
23. https://unblockedevents.com/events/creatives-unblocked/
24. https://www.thecryptoeconomy.com/london-july
25. https://www.fintechweek.com/
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Main trends of the conferences 
2017-2018

Topics 2017-2018 2018-2019

Fintech 12 14

Governance 4 1

Tax, legal and investment/ hedge 
fund industry 6 3

Oil and gas/  IoT 1 -

Healthcare 4 2

Real Estate 2 -

Energy 2 -

Security 2 1

Entertainment 1 -
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Main Media Channels
Web sites

Media: Website:

1. NEWSBTC
2. Blockonomi 
3. BTCMANAGER 
4. Live Bitcoin News
5. ZyCrypto
6. CryptoCoins Zone
7. UK Bitcoin Blog
8. Banking Technology
9. Cryptonews

10. Crypto News

1. https://www.newsbtc.com/
2. https://blockonomi.com/
3. https://btcmanager.com/
4. https://www.livebitcoinnews.com/
5. https://zycrypto.com/
6. https://cryptocoinszone.co.uk/
7. https://ukbitcoinblog.com/
8. https://www.bankingtech.com/type/banking-tech

nology-magazine/
9. https://cryptonews.com/

10. https://www.crypto-news.net/
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Top 30 UK Journalists covering 
Blockchain and Crypto Economy

1. Joon Ian Wong - CoinDesk
2. Oscar Williams-Grut - Business insider
3. Izabella Kaminska - Financial Times
4. Lee Boyce - Mail Online and This is Money
5. Jemima Kelly - Financial Times
6. Anthony Cuthbertson - The Independent
7. Hannah Murphy - Financial Times
8. Gian Volpicelli - Wired UK
9. Tom Jowitt - Freelancer

10. Ian Allison - CoinDesk
11. Arjun Kharpal - CNBC
12. David Dawkins - Daily Express
13. Alex Hern - The Guardian
14. Shafi Musaddique - CNBC
15. Edward Robinson - Bloomberg News
16. Ludwig Siegele - The Economist
17. Steve Stecklow - Reuters
18. Eddie van der Walt - Bloomberg News
19. Tanzeel Akhtar - Freelancer
20. Tim Sandle - Digital Journal
21. Richard Staines - Pharmaphorum
22. Andrew Hill - Financial Times
23. Phillip Inman - The Guardian
24. Chloe Cornish - Financial Times
25. Sid Verma - Bloomberg Markets
26. Nick Easen - Freelancer
27. Natasha Lomas - TechCrunch
28. Julia Kollewe - The Guardian
29. Liam Kelly - The Sunday Times
30. Mattha Busby - Freelancer
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Main trends in Blockchain Journalism

In analyzing, both globally and within the UK, general trends in Blockchain journalism, we can discern several central 
topics and growing trends that dominate coverage in the Blockchain media ecosystem.

● Exponential Growth in Cryptocurrency Market Cap

Bitcoin's historical run in October 2017 and Ethereum's 10,000% annual growth dominated cryptocurrency journalism for 
several months. So, too, has the general increase in the market cap of all altcoins. 

● Mounting Interest from Institutional Investors

Another trend dominating the discussion in cryptocurrency journalism during the past year and a half is the ongoing shift 
in balance from individual investors and traders to institutional investors and traders, with an increasing number of 
institutional investment funds and hedge funds desiring access to the blockchain industry and the cryptocurrency 
market, and the key security and regulatory issues to be resolved in order to accomodate that influx.

● Support of Blockchain by Elite Financial Institutions & Governmental Bodies

Another trend that took shape in cryptocurrency journalism in the last quarter of 2017 was the increasing number of 
institutional players and governmental entities that embraced the disruptive potential of blockchain, such as JP Morgan 
and the Australian government.

● Increasing Focus on Use-Cases Rather than the "Power of Blockchain"

Given the increasing maturity of the blockchain industry, another topic frequenting headlines in blockchain journalism is 
the need for companies to clarify what makes them different from their competitors and predecessors, and to shift focus 
away from the disruptive potential of blockchain in an abstract sense, and rather towards how their specific use case 
can disrupt  their target industry and niche.
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● Overall Rise of General Cryptocurrency Coverage in Media

In general, cryptocurrency coverage in the media has been mounting steadily, with the number of authors covering 
cryptocurrency and blockchain rising from under 1000 in 2009 to over 4000 by the end of 2017.

Source: https://technews.io/public/blog/cryptocurrency-news-q1-2018
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● Security & Regulation

One of the foremost topics throughout Q4 of 2017 and Q1 and Q2 of 2018 is the focus on issues of security and 
regulation, and the pressing need to form a consensus on security protocols and regulatory guidelines (both national 
and international) in order to accommodate the increasing number of institutional investors that are vying for access to 
the growing cryptocurrency markets.

Source: https://technews.io/public/blog/cryptocurrency-news-q1-2018
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Chapter VI: 
Retrospective review 2014-2017



2014
While cryptocurrencies and blockchain has only entered the broader public’s awareness in recent years, UK financial 
institutions were interested in it as early as 2014.

In 2014 the Bank of England released a report entitled “The economics of digital currencies”, in which they concluded:

“Both digital currencies’ status as money and the distributed ledger technology used by them have potential to develop 
over time. Most digital currencies, at present, deploy fixed eventual money supplies, although this is not strictly an 
essential feature.  Usage of digital currencies is presently very low and, as currently designed, there are a variety of 
incentive problems that are likely to prevent their widespread adoption in the long run.”

“Digital currencies do not currently pose a material risk to monetary or financial stability in the United Kingdom.  Should 
they achieve limited adoption as a payment system, they are unlikely to undermine the Bank’s ability to achieve 
monetary stability. While that could, in theory, change if sterling were abandoned in favour of an alternative currency for 
a significant fraction of the economy, such a scenario is considered extremely unlikely at present.  A variety of potential 
risks to financial stability could emerge if a digital currency attained systemic status as a payment system, most of which 
could be addressed through regulatory supervision of relevant parties.”

Thus, we can see that prominent UK-based financial institutions failed to foresee the rapid rise of the cryptocurrency 
sector’s market cap and prominence in the eyes of the wider public. They did, however, foresee the necessity for 
regulation in the coming years, in the event that cryptocurrencies did indeed grow in popularity and use.

In August 2014, the government announced a major programme of work looking into the benefits and risks associated 
with digital currencies and underlying technology, with a particular focus on the question of regulation. In November 
2014, the government published a call for information to gather views and evidence on these questions. The call for 
information received over 120 responses. Submissions came from members of the public who use digital currencies, 
digital currency developers, businesses providing digital currency-related services, banks, payment scheme companies, 
academics, consultancies and other government departments and agencies. 

Source: https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/digital-currencies/the-economics-of-digital-currencies
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2015
In November 2014, the UK government launched a call for information on digital currencies, with a focus on their 
function as a payment method rather than as a speculative investment. After receiving more than 120 responses, the 
government released in March 2015 a Treasury document titled “Digital Currencies: Response to the Call for 
Information” which summarized the submissions received and outlined the government’s views and propositions.

In February 2015, the Bank of England announced that it will undertake research on central bank-issued digital 
currencies as part of its new research agenda. The work covered the potential costs and benefits of doing so as well as 
the economic impact, technological requirements and necessary regulations for a central bank-run system.

In 2015, the UK government launched a new research initiative to bring together the Research Councils, Alan Turing 
Institute and Digital Catapult with industry in order to address the research opportunities and challenges for digital 
currency technology, and had increased research funding in the area by £10 million (U.S. $14.6 million) to support this. 
Allocating the grant to those organizations indicated that the UK government was interested in supporting and 
understanding the underlying technology – the blockchain – and understood the potential benefits it could bring to 
society.

The Treasury document recognized that, in addition to reducing the costs involved in moving money around the 
economy, digital currencies can speed up transaction processing times, the cost and time advantages of digital 
currencies being most notable in the context of cross-border transactions. While digital currencies offer greater privacy 
in some respects, they also create greater transparency, because all transactions are published on the public 
blockchain. This consideration showed that, similar to other governments, the United Kingdom was persuaded that 
digital fintech based on cryptocurrencies can provide more – not less – transparency and control. This response was 
important for cryptocurrency companies in the U.K. because it demonstrated a pragmatic, collaborative and 
priority-driven approach to regulation. The Treasury’s willingness to work alongside entrepreneurs to promote financial 
innovation while working tirelessly to protect consumers was and still is the main reason that the UK holds its place at 
the forefront of fintech innovation globally.

Sources:https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/414040/digital_currencies_response_to_call_
for_information_final_changes.pdf
https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/uk-government-fund-research-digital-currencies-explore-regulation-1426792550/
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2016
2016 saw the UK government test the use of a Blockchain-based system to distribute welfare payments through the 
Department of Work and Pensions, explore the use of Blockchain as a service for each governmental department, 
available as of August 2016, and saw the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) permit Blockchain startup Tramonex to 
issue its digital currency to UK citizens. The past several years also saw Innovate U.K., a government-led agency that 
supports companies utilizing emerging technologies that they feel can lead to national economic growth and allow the 
government to keep up with the accelerating pace of global innovation, invest over £10M in Blockchain projects focused 
on energy distribution, clean water provision, electoral systems and charitable giving.

In 2016, the Department for Work and Pensions began a trial to use Blockchain technology. Claimants can use a mobile 
app to receive and spend benefit payments, and with their consent, transactions are recorded on a distributed ledger to 
support their financial management.  The UK government’s chief scientific adviser Sir Mark Walport has highlighted how 
Blockchain can help in areas such as reducing benefit fraud, protecting critical infrastructure and registering assets.

In 2016 the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) had worked with Barclays, Npower, University College London 
and GovCoin, a UK-based distributed ledger platform startup to create an app which tracks spending.

Govcoin, intent on “disrupting” welfare state provision, had been working with the DWP to develop a Blockchain solution 
for welfare payments. The aim of Govcoin was to use this traditional method in the virtual environment of a mobile phone 
app to give claimants instant access to benefits and avoid delays in payment processing. A primary feature of the 
GovCoin system was that claimants were paid in cryptocurrency rather than Sterling. This was an important way of 
gathering more data about both how the funds are spent but also about the individual doing the spending. The hope was 
that this data will allow for the creation of better targeted goods and services.

Through the “Distributed ledger technology: beyond Blockchain” report published in January 2016, the UK government 
has stated its aim of developing and promoting the use of Blockchain technology, as well as its broader commitment to 
ensure that  the UK remains a hub for the emerging fintech industry.

Sources: https://un-blockchain.org/e-government-under-construction/europe/uk/
https://theconversation.com/why-a-blockchain-startup-called-govcoin-wants-to-disrupt-the-uks-welfare-state-88176
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/492972/gs-16-1-distributed-ledger-technology.pdf
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2017
RAND Europe was commissioned by the British Standards Institution (BSI) in January 2017 to carry out a rapid scoping 
study to examine the potential role of standards in supporting Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT)/Blockchain. 
Understanding the landscape of Distributed Ledger Technologies/Blockchain report documents the results of the study, 
which was conducted over a six-week period.

On 10 April 2017, the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) published a discussion paper on DLT, and followed it with a 
speech at the Innovate Finance Global Summit by the Executive Director of Strategy and Competition at the FCA, 
Christopher Woolard. The tone of the FCA Discussion Paper was generally positive. It referred to the benefits of DLT, 
while recognising that DLT is an emerging technology and its uptake will ultimately depend on the willingness of firms to
adopt it.

As blockchain and distributed ledger technologies (DLT) became more widely explored in the mainstream financial 
services industry, in December 2017 two watchdogs — the UK's Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and the Gibraltar 
Financial Services Commission (GFSC) — took two very different approaches to regulating the space. The FCA affirmed 
the technologies can be effectively regulated under existing laws. The GFSC, on the other hand, established a 
DLT-specific regulatory framework. The British territory's financial regulator claimed that, when its new laws kick in 
January 2018, it will become the first jurisdiction to introduce a regulatory framework tailored specifically for financial 
companies using DLT.

On 28 November 2017 the report: “Distributed Ledger Technologies for public good: leadership, collaboration and 
innovation”, published by the House of Lords, set out key areas across the public sector where DLT could enable 
increased safety and security, transparency, traceability and trust, reduce cost and increase service quality for the 
citizen. The report considers major areas of opportunity such as: border control, national security, taxation and benefits 
payment, health assurance, food standards and safety, cybersecurity and public procurement.

As well, in November 2017 a Reform report was published: “The future of public service identity: blockchain”. The report 
proposed the use of blockchain to allow citizens to manage and share identity data through a smartphone application.
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2018
As the total cryptocurrency market cap continues to grow, and with it the number of institutional investors wanting access 
to the digital asset space, so too does the number of people expressing concerns over the market's lack of regulation, 
both globally and within the UK.

Near the beginning of 2018, UK Prime Minister Theresa May announced that the UK government is planning to start 
regulating the cryptocurrency market. She also stated that she believes that the cryptocurrency market will become 
structurally important to the UK’s broader financial markets, and that regulations need to be in place before this occurs.

In February 2018, the UK Treasury Department launched an investigation into Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies, which 
signals the mounting interest that the UK government has in the growing cryptocurrency market.

Sources: https://cryptocurrencynews.com/regulations/united-kingdom-planning-to-roll-out-new-rules-for-cryptocurrency-regulation/
https://cryptocurrencynews.com/daily-news/crypto-news/uk-treasury-lauch-inquiry-crypto/
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Chapter VII: 
Forecasting 2019 - 2022



The present chapter charts the course of the Blockchain industry’s near-term future from 2019-2022, analyzing those 
use cases which can be expected to gain in prominence over the coming years, and new use-cases that are just now on 
the horizon. 

Additionally, the chapter gives particular focus to the convergence of several specific technologies that will allow the 
Blockchain industry to disrupt itself in novel ways. Finally, the chapter turns its eyes to the role that the UK government 
has to play in the Blockchain industry over the next several years.

We can estimate that the true peak or inflection point marking the transition from Digital Economy to Augmented Crypto 
Economy could occur around 2022-2025. And the UK has great potential to become a major hub for the rise of the 
Digital Economy 2.0 by that time, if it focuses significant state commitment on the optimized and synergetic integration of 
its blockchain-based resources and initiatives with its AI and next generation IT solutions industry, honing these 
now-seperate elements and industries in convergence towards a shared inflection point.

The UK has an excellent global reputation in the areas of business, commerce and law. If it can marshall its resources 
towards the unified development of the Blockchain industry, it has unprecedented potential to become a global leader in 
this field. There are examples from other countries that have redefined themselves so as to be flexible hubs for 
disruptive and novel economic and governmental frameworks. Specific to the Blockchain industry, one can examine the 
case of Switzerland, which historically has been known as a haven for banking secrecy for high-net-worth individuals 
and businesses, and more recently through Zug has become known as a hub for cryptoeconomy-friendly regulatory 
frameworks within the Zug ‘crypto valley.’ 

By taking these relevant examples and applying them to its own purposes under the umbrella of credible and safe 
governmental regulations, in combination with its formidable strengths and reputation in the areas of finance, regulation 
and law, the UK has the potential to create a progressive and reputable ecosystem in order to attract the top Blockchain 
businesses, entrepreneurs and talents.

The necessary resources and will of the UK government are in place for the nation to become a world leader in 
Blockchain and distributed ledger technologies, for areas as far reaching as finance and commerce, electrical systems, 
distributed and immutable data storage, as well a myriad number of more specific use cases.
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These resources are quite significant and enough to gain an undeniable leadership position on a global scale. But further 
optimization of the assembling and structuring of existing resources is still required, in order to increase synergy between 
subsectors and commit resources strategically. 

A comprehensive assessment of opportunities could transfer focus to subsectors that are comparatively lacking in 
guidance and investment, despite possibly being much more important in terms of both potential value as well as 
strategic impact. 

Additionally, there is an important and ongoing exercise to examine the benefits of increased government adoption of 
Blockchain-based systems for public sector activities in governing, regulation and commerce.
 
Based upon our analysis, it is clear that UK has all the necessary elements to become a global leader in Blockchain and 
distributed ledger technologies above the other competing countries, and that these elements and resources just need to 
be assembled in a more efficient and synergistic manner, such as through the creation of government-led national 
development programs - i.e substantial commitment to support and prioritize Blockchain-based companies and 
initiatives, in combination with an overall increase in government will and support of these industries, as achieved 
through greater investment in government education on the fundamentals and potentials of Blockchain technologies.

Furthermore, given the UK’s history as a world leader in banking and financial services, it has a very strong foundation 
and reputation in the arena of finance and commerce. 

As such, if the UK government can demonstrate sufficient commitment to Blockchain as the future of financial 
transactions and data storage, among other use-cases, it can wield the disruptive impact of Blockchain technologies to 
not only secure its position as a world leader in matters of finance and commerce, but also avoid stagnation and the loss 
of its current position in the global financial sphere as a result of being too slow to adopt innovative technologies such as 
Blockchain and distributed ledger systems.

If the UK would commit resources to a prioritised Blockchain national development and industrial strategy, while 
simultaneously optimizing and repositioning its existing resources in this sphere, it has significant potential to become a 
global Blockchain hub by 2025.
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Blockchain and Convergence with 
Next Generation IT-Technologies

The convergence of Blockchain and various other next-generation IT-technologies and AI, and how they are converging 
towards an inflection point, highlights how they can be utilized in a highly synergistic manner to yield novel innovations 
and solutions greater than the sum of their respective parts. 

It is anticipated that the nascent Blockchain industry itself will become disrupted by advanced emerging next generation 
IT-solutions, and become a natural hallmark of any application (whether industrial or governmental) where the integrity, 
consistency, security, transparency and immutability of data is a high concern.

2018 can be considered as the inflection point in the growth of the Blockchain industry, and the phase at which it is 
beginning to transition from what can be considered as the sphere of Crypto Economy emerging into the new sphere of 
the “Augmented Economy” (or “Digital Economy 2.0”), a state during which the integration of Blockchain with AI and other 
next generation IT solutions, for use cases including legal technology (LegalTech), investment technology (InvestTech), 
regulation technology (RegTech) and e-governance technology (GovTech), will emerge in such a way as to create an 
entirely novel ecosystem with penetration into the majority of societal activities, from finance to commerce, law, regulation 
and governance, and enable a rapid acceleration of development and advancement in these areas of professional, 
industry and government activity.

We can estimate that the true peak or inflection point marking the transition from Digital Economy to Augmented Crypto 
Economy could occur around 2022-2025. 

The UK has great potential to become a major hub for the rise of the Digital Economy 2.0 by that time, if it focuses 
significant state commitment on the optimized and synergetic integration of its blockchain-based resources and initiatives 
with its AI and next generation IT solutions industry, honing these now-seperate elements and industries in convergence 
towards a shared inflection point.
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